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Editorial
Dear Reader,

a holding pattern due to the Brexit negotiations,
which if Brexit does happen, the move is fully
cancelled - but if not and the UK remains a
member and it is full steam ahead for the move.)

The Lisbon Treaty

5: The EU Parliament and ECJ become supreme
over all legislative bodies of the UK.
6: The UK will adopt 100% of whatever the
unelected EU Commission and ECJ lays down
without any means of abstention or veto,
negating the need for the UK to have the Lords
or even the Commons as we know it today.
7: The UK will NOT be able to make its own
trade deals.
We are grateful to a member of the Brexit list
for pointing out the reason for stringing out the
departure of the UK from the EU, that being
when the Lisbon Treaty clauses come into force
in 2020 it will be impossible for any member
state to leave the EU. The conditions are:–

8: The UK will NOT be able to set its own trade
tariffs.
There are more points, so a full draft of the
communication is attached to the distribution
e-mail. and posted on the New Ensign Website.

This begs the question, will the projected exit
1 The UK along with all existing members of the take place on the 29th of March next? At the
EU lose their abstention veto in 2020
same time the government is making
preparations for civil unrest! This is the time to
2: All member nations will become states of the turn to Yahweh who is our salvation, who is to
new federal nation of the EU by 2022
be enquired of by his people. In the day of trouble.
3 All member states must adopt the Euro by 2022
and any new member state must do so within 2
years of joining the EU as laid down in the
Lisbon treaty.

Editor
thenewensign@yandex.com

This magazine is for private subscription only
4: The London Stock Exchange will move to and is not in any way connected to The Ensign
Frankfurt in 2020 and be integrated into the EU Message Magazine which is a totally separate
Stock Exchange, resulting in a loss of 200,000 entity.
plus jobs in the UK because of the relocation.
(This has already been pre-agreed and is only on
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The Immaculate Deception (Part 5)
By
Pastor Eli James

T

HE
TRUE
meaning of the
word ‘gentiles’
(Greek, ‘ethnos’) is
"nations," or even more
accurately, "race."
This is another thing BI
doesn’t understand. Here is an accurate and
comprehensible translation, folks: "Will He go
to the Dispersed of Israel’s race among the
nations?" (I would challenge any scholar, CI or
otherwise, to refute this translation.)
This idea struck terror into the hearts of the Jews,
because they perceived it as a veiled threat.
Why? Because the Jews were afraid that Jesus
meant that He would go to the Dispersed House
of Israel, assemble an army, and bring them back
to Judea to make war against them!!!
The scribes and Pharisees knew very well that
the Parthians, for example, were Israelites of the
Dispersion. Parthia, a nation composed of both
Houses, was so powerful that they had fought
the Roman Empire to a stalemate!
Caesar Augustus had to negotiate a peace treaty
with Parthia because Rome was never strong
enough to defeat them! Now do you understand
why they had to murder him? Because
Yahshua Messiah was the Messiah of Israel, not
of the Jews! And the Jews understand this in
perfect clarity. Why do you think they utterly
reject Him as their messiah?
Now, do you understand why the Jewish editors
of our history books have written the Parthians
out of the history?! So you would never make
this connection between the Dispersed Israelites
and the "Gentiles"! The scribes and Pharisees
knew that He knew that they were imposters.
("He knows that we are not who we say we are!")
Once these impostors realized that Jesus was on
to their charade, their hatred of Him multiplied
a hundredfold. "Come, let us kill Him and seize
His inheritance." (Matt. 21:38, Mark 12:7, Luke
20:14) They had to kill Him before the general

population became aware of what He was
actually saying about them!!!! That awareness,
I hope, is dawning upon you, dear reader. I am
so sick and tired of Christians apologizing for
the Jews on this score, saying, "Oh, no! It was
the Romans who killed Christ!" Gullibility, thy
name is Israel! The sheep are yet dumb and
passive; but the day is coming when there will
be an angry stampede of these same sheep.
One more thing. Just as the Jews of Christ’s day
lived in fear of a Judahite rebellion against their
imposed rule, today’s Jews live in absolute
terror that True Israel will wake up and throw
off the Jewish yoke that has been wrapped
around our necks. They know full well that this
Great Awakening spells their own doom. It is
the same fear that all parasites have of the host
realizing that its disease is being caused by the
parasite. -- Eli]
God divided the Abrahamic promises among
Jacob’s twelve sons, and when He said through
Jacob that Ephraim’s "Seed shall become a
multitude of nations." He was not referring to
the Jews who never have or ever will be "a
multitude of nations," God was speaking to the
birthright heirs.
The "Nation and a Company of Nations" [And
not a nation of half-caste bastards and nonIsraelites, either. – Eli] promised in Gen. 35:11
was a birthright blessing to be fulfilled” in the
last days before Christ’s Return (Gen. 49:1) to
Joseph and his descendants (I Chron. 5:1), none
of which are Jews. In Jer. 31:9, God said,
"Ephraim is My firstborn," and in Gen. 48:19,
Jacob said of Ephraim, "His seed shall become
a multitude of nations" - just the opposite of
what was said of Judah - "He shall become a
remnant."
That this promise to Israel was not to Judah is
proven by the fact that Judah has never been a
multitude of nations, and never will be. And so,
more than 2,000 times God refers to Israel when
what He says has no more to do with the Jews
[or with the House of Judah!! Let’s be
completely accurate here! -- Eli] than with the
Germans, or the Italians or the Chinese, or the
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Russians. On the other hand, the word "Jew" is
mentioned 265 times, and in no instance does it
refer to the Northern Kingdom of Israel or to any
of their descendants. [Nor does it refer to the
House of Judah, either, because the word ‘Jew’
does not belong in the Old Testament. It’s a
translator’s interpolation. It was not the Hebrew
authors’ intent. Just look it up in Strong’s
Concordance. The original Hebrew always says
"Judah." – Eli]

Testament until about 200 years after the
division of the Twelve Tribes into two nations.
What then did they find was the condition of
God’s chosen race?

Was there any sign of amalgamation among
them? Not a scintilla. The prophets found them
still divided into two nations; as separate as
France and Italy, or Britain and America.
[America has all Twelve Tribes resettled here
within its borders. There are over 40 million
The Amalgamation Theory Receives ethnic Germans here, most of whom are of the
House of Judah. – Eli] They had separate Kings,
No Support From Holy Scripture
separate administrations, separate national
The book of Micah plainly teaches that the Jews alliances, and of course, separate national titles.
who "halted" were to become "A remnant,"
while Israel "that was cast far off," was to The National title of the Ten Tribes was "Israel,"
become "a strong nation" (Micah 4:7). The or "Ephraim," because the Tribe of Ephraim had
bringing together of these "two families" is to be become the Tribe of the Birthright owing to the
associated with the Kingdom-Age. Till then, sin of Reuben. We have seen that the national
they would be separate. Some errors are slow in title of the other two tribes was "Judah," a
dying but this amalgamation-assumption which remnant of which were later called "The Jews."
falsifies hundreds of Scriptures is now only [Rot! Rot! Rot! Absolute rot! This is the
Immaculate Deception rearing its ugly head
lingering upon its death bed.
again! Pastor Bosworth, Wake up! – Eli]
[It is certainly true that the amalgamation of the
two Houses is reserved for the End Times. This
amalgamation requires that we be conscious of
it. That is what Christian Identity is all about!
We are in the End Times now.

It was during this state of affairs that the prophets
commenced their ministry - some residing in the
territory of Israel, and others in that of Judah.
The Prophets addressed these two nations by the
names that God gave them - "Israel" being the
title which the Northern Nation had decided to
retain; and "Judah" being the title which the
Southern Nation had decided to assume.

Hence we find that all through their writings,
whether of warning, of rebuking, or directing, or
consoling; and whether their words were
historical or prophetical, the prophets recognized
the separate condition of the Two Nations, and
accordingly addressed them by their chosen and
well-known national titles. [And the writings of
The True Judahites of Germany and other Saxon the Prophets were never addressed to the "Jews."
nations, (which includes those Judahites taken – Eli]
by Sennacherib) has indeed merged back into
Ten Tribed Israel a Non-Jewish
the Royal Houses of Anglo-Saxon Israel; and
People
these Judahites can trace their lineage back to
the Tribe of Judah. True Benjamin, Iceland, can
trace their lineage back to the Tribe of Benjamin. [The House of Judah has always been a nonThe reality is, however, that both of these Tribes Jewish people too. – Eli]
have largely merged together with the rest of
Israel already. – Eli]
The separation into the Two Nations took place
many years before any of the major or minor
It is important to notice that neither the Major prophets wrote; therefore, the "Israel" known to
nor the Minor Prophets appear in the Old Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the minor prophets,
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our Lord, the evangelists, and the apostles, had
no Tribe of Judah in it. [Nor a Tribe of Benjamin
either. – Eli] Israel, as known to all of these
writers, was a non-Jewish people. Israel has
remained a non-Jewish people to this day. [So
has Judah. – Eli]

There will be no regathering in Palestine. That
is a Pipe Dream and that is exactly what the
Anti-Christ wants you to believe!!! As long as
the impostor has you believing that he is one of
your brethren, his impersonation of you is still a
mystery to you!!

The amalgamation theory is hopelessly
discredited in the presence of the Bible.
[Certainly there can be no amalgamation of Jews
and Israelites because the Jews are the Serpent
People.

To think that we can live together with Jews is
like the wheat thinking they can live together
with the tares, or like the host thinking it can live
at peace with the parasite that has caused all of
host’s diseases!!! Read Matthew 13 to find out
how our problem will eventually be resolved!
How can the children of the devil be merged with As is true of all parasite/host relationships, the
the children of Yahweh without the children host carries on in complete ignorance of the
Yahweh becoming devils themselves? Just look parasite’s existence and methods. – Eli]
back at the last 6,000 years of history. Our
people, exclusively, without any help from Jews, Hosea’s statement that Israel shall be "as the
have civilized the world.
sand of the sea which cannot be measured nor
numbered" is not made concerning Judah (Hosea
The Jews have corrupted it. Whenever we allow 1:10). In the first chapter we read "Then shall
them into our company (nations, governments, the children of Judah and the children of Israel
businesses and cities), they destroy our morals, be gathered together, and appoint themselves one
they destroy our religion, they destroy our head [America, regathered Israel’s First true
people. "Judeo-Christians," indeed! Rot! The Republic, elected ("appointed") George
stupid sheep will awaken or I will die trying! So Washington as our First President.
I will either see it or I will die still hoping for it!
– Eli]
You may remember that Congress offered
George Washington the hereditary KINGSHIP
of America, but he humbly declined. – Eli], and
they shall come up out of the land: for great shall
be the day of Jezreel."
Did the two nations of captives "gather together"
and amalgamate while in the land of their
captivities? Did they "together appoint
themselves one head" when the small remnant
of Judah returned from Babylon? Both Ezra and
Nehemiah, who were the historians of the
Babylonian return, inform us that this was not
the case.
That this uniting of Judah and Israel did not take
place when the remnant of Judah returned after
the Babylonian captivity, is clearly proved by
Jeremiah’s prophecy in the third chapter where
we are told that "The House of Judah shall walk
with the House of Israel and they shall come
together out of the land of the North [Europe –
Eli] to the land that I have given for an
inheritance unto your fathers" (Jer. 3:18).

The closing books of Bible history leave Israel
and Judah in separation from each other, while
Bible prophecy keeps them separated until
reconciled and united in the Kingdom-Age, and
are dwelling representatively in the Holy Land
under the personal reign of the Lord Jesus Christ,
their welcomed and Crowned Messiah. [As I said Nothing like this has yet taken place. [Yes, it has.
earlier, the "Holy Land" is wherever we, America is this fulfilment. The "Nordics" and
regathered Israel and Judah, are.
the Germans, and the English and the Irish and
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the Scots, and the Poles, and the Russians, and Canaan. They have completely forgotten why
the Swedes and the Danes (get my drift?) came God put Adam on this planet.
to America long ago.
WE were put here to re-establish God’s
And how is it that the Jews, unlike Israelites and government (The Kingdom) on planet Earth ("on
Judahites, have hooked noses, receding earth as it is in heaven"), don’tcha know! This
foreheads, and are on average a foot shorter that is the working out of God’s Plan from the
the average Israelite – not to mention their being Garden of Eden onward, to our ultimate destiny.
the world’s worst gang of criminals and war- We were put here to take Dominion away from
mongers? Knock, knock, knock. Hello, is the fallen angels…and put an end to their
anybody in there?
rebellion. Even though we lost our Shekinah
Glory, we will still reclaim the Planet Earth away
You don’t see the difference? – Eli] The 17th from the fallen angels,
verse of this chapter shows us that when Israel
and Judah unite, Jerusalem will be so fully under FOR YAHWEH has spoken it! Even though
Divine truth and influence that she will be called most of us are not aware of this!!! As we come
"The Throne of Jehovah." This shows us that this back into remembrance as to who we are and
uniting of the Two Houses has not yet taken why we are here, we are also figuring out how
place, and when it does it will not be a Jewish the Jews have been deceiving us for the past 22
Nation. It will be the Israel Nation.
centuries. Jerusalem is supposed to be the "City
of Peace." That "city" is wherever True Israel is.
Why is it that wherever the Jews go, chaos tags
along? By their own admission "Wherever we
go, "anti-Semitism" happens!"
Why are they HATED wherever they go? If they
are a BLESSING to the world, I have yet to see
how! They keep telling us that there’s something
wrong with us because we cannot tolerate their
presence! But this exactly how the parasite
behaves! And this psychobabble is believed by
virtually the entire Christian world, BI
included!!!! The parasitic disease has made the
patient/host delirious!
I know that what I teach sounds revolutionary;
but it is not revolutionary at all. I suppose you
could say that the difference between being
awake and being asleep IS revolutionary, but in
your state of delirium, you can’t tell the
difference! Those who are still only half-awake
see with blurry vision. Once we have totally
figured out the Great Impersonation of Israel and
Judah by Jewry, we will at last be free. We will
then be able to heal the Body Politic as the
physical body is healed when the parasite is
cleansed from the body!

[Jerusalem is wherever we, Israel and Judah, are.
"The New JerUSAlem is NOT the Old
JerUSAlem." -- Pastor Sheldon Emry. Check it
out, folks: "Save Caleb the son of Jephunneh; He
shall see it, and to him will I give the land that
he hath trodden upon, and to his children" (Deut.
1:36.) "And Moses sware on that day, saying,
Surely the land thereon thy feet have trodden
shall be thine inheritance, and thy children’s
forever, because thou hast wholly followed The parasite won’t be able to fool us any more!
Yahweh my Elohim." ( Josh. 14:9)
Once you know the difference between a
"wheat" and a "tare," the jig is up! "You shall
WE, the descendants of Caleb and Joshua, have know the truth and the truth shall set you
been told that wherever we set our feet, that free” American Israel is waiting for British
land is our land, forever!! BI people assume Israel to wake up. Stop being a partner to the
that these promises ended with the land of Anti-Christ! He is using you just as surely as he
is using the Judeo-Christians; and you think
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you’re awake when you’re only half-awake. The non-Identity scholar, William F.
You’re still delirious. – Eli]
Dankenbring, has a slightly different take on
the Hebrew meaning of the word ‘America.’ He
Of this reunion of Israel and Judah, Jeremiah in believes it means "Omri-ca," or "My [people
the 50th chapter and 4th verse says, "In those of] Omri." Omri was the most famous king of
days, and in that time, saith the Lord, the children the House of Israel. Here is a link to his
of Israel shall come, they and the children of excellent study: Click HERE
Judah together:
Return "Together Out of the Land of the North"
They shall go on their way weeping, and shall According to the amalgamation theory, which
seek the Lord their God." It was not in "the has no support of the Scripture [certainly not if
former days" but at the end of "the latter days" the Jews are part of the equation!! – Eli], Israel
[after the "seven times" or 2520 years would have gone south to join Judah instead of
punishment of both Houses has run out] that this Judah going north to join Israel for Jeremiah
is prophesied to take place; and if Israel is says "In those days, The House of Judah shall
already amalgamated with Judah - this and other walk with the House of Israel, and they shall
prophecies can never be fulfilled.
come together out of the land of the north to the
land that I have given for an inheritance unto
Jeremiah goes on to say in the 20th verse, "In your fathers."
those days, and in that time, saith the Lord, the
iniquity of Israel shall be sought for, and there We know that this has never yet happened. [Not
shall be none; and the sins of Judah, and they if you consider the Jews as Judah! The rules of
shall not be found; for I will pardon them whom logic dictate that if your first premise is wrong,
I leave as a remnant." [I agree that this has not then all of your subsequent conclusions are
happened yet. We are still weeping and seeking. going to be wrong.
– Eli] We all know that such a return and union
of Israel and Judah has never yet taken place.
This is why Pastor Bosworth cannot understand
the prophecy of the regathered Twelve Tribes.
[What Pastor Bosworth does not understand is If you count a bunch of Edomites and Khazars
that the USA is the fulfilment of the 2520 years as the Tribe of Judah, then you will wait through
prophecy. Do the math: The deportation of the all of eternity before they will fulfil any of the
House of Israel began in the year 745 BC. The prophecies concerning Judah! You have made
Assyrians first took half the tribe of Mannasseh an incorrect identification from the very
(on the east side of the Jordan River) captive in beginning!
that year. The USA was founded in the year
1776. 1776 + 745 = 2521. But, hold on! There
is no year zero.
Whenever you cross from BC to AD, you have
to subtract one year because there is no such
thing as the year zero. The count goes directly
from 1 BC to 1 AD. If you go from June, 10 BC
and add ten years, you wind up with June, 1 AD.
Not June, year zero. Thus, with this correction,
2521 – 1 = 2520!!!!
The United States of America is the regathering
of the twelve tribes of Israel! If this isn’t
mind-blowing enough, the very name of
America can be interpreted as meaning
"Kingdom of My People." From the Hebrew,
‘ami’ = "my people." ‘Rica’ can be seen as being
derived from the root ‘re’ or ‘ra,’ meaning both
"ruler" and "god." Hence, the meaning of the
word ‘America’ is "the kingdom of My People."

Thus, we can see that the mindset of British
Israel interprets the Scriptures very differently
from us because they try to squeeze the Jewish
people into God’s Plan of Redemption where
they have no business being. Quite the contrary!
The Jews are the followers of Satan himself, the
very adversary from whom this planet must be
redeemed!! The Jews have very cleverly
distracted the world from the Truth of Scripture
by pretending to be the very "Holy People" that
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WE (Yahweh’s heaven-sent people) are
supposed to be. Satan is masquerading as the
Saviour!! Clever, eh? Once we awaken to who
we really are, then the Jewish charade will
become history. – Eli] This is not true even of
Judah’s return from Babylon.

absolutely false! Pastor Bosworth must have had
a brain fart when he spoke these words!
Since his article is a transcription of a speech, he
may have blurted this statement out without
realizing what he was saying! The fact is that
Ezra and Nehemiah reestablished the hereditary
dynasty in Judah from the Return down to
Herod, who was the first non-Judahite king to
reign after the last Judahite, whose name was
Hyrcanus III.

They returned from the south. When Israel and
Judah become "one nation in the land upon the
mountains of Israel, they are to have one King
and be no more two nations" says Ezekiel
(37:22). That this uniting of Israel and Judah was
not in the past is again proven by the fact that The laws of succession are such that, lacking a
the Jews have never had a King since they went direct descendant of the last monarch, any of the
into Babylonian captivity.
closest relatives are to be considered and chosen
by the elders. Before the Babylonian Captivity,
As a matter of undeniable fact, there never has Zedekiah was King of Judah. But his sons were
been, to this very day, a Davidic King reigning killed by the Persian King and his daughters, Tea
in the Holy Land from the year B.C. 586, when Tephi and Scota, escaped to Spain via Egypt.
the temple was destroyed, and the House of Unfortunately, the Bible does not contain any
Judah was carried away captive to Babylon.
information about Zedekiah’s daughters, but
numerous CI authors have documented their
[Now, here, Pastor Bosworth is displaying a lack existence and travels through secular records.
of knowledge that I consider to be
uncharacteristic of someone who has done so
To be Continued OS 17703
well up to this point!! In fact, this statement is
both incredible, given who is saying it, and

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Genesis Part 24
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
the lad 5288 was with the sons of Bil'hah, and
the sons of Zil'pah, wives of his father; and
brought a true report 1681 of evildoing 7451 to
his father.
3. And Yis'rael loved Yoseph over all his sons,
because he was a son of his old age 2208, and
made he for him a tunic 3801 reaching to the
palms and soles 6466.

Chapter 37

4. And when saw his brothers that loved their
father him over all his brothers, they hated 8130
him, and were not able 3201 to speak to him
peaceably 7965.

1. Dwelt Yaaqob in the land where sojourned
5. And dreamed 2492 Yoseph a dream 2472, and
4033 his father, in the land of K'naan.
told it to his brothers, and even 3254 more 5750
2. This is the family lineage 8435 of Yaaqob: they hated him.
Yoseph being seventeen years of age,was
pasturing 7462 with his brothers the flock; and 6. Said he to them, "Hear now this dream that I
dreamed:
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7. and behold, we were binding 481 sheaves 485
in the midst 8432 of the field, and behold, rose
up my sheaf, and also stood upright 5324; and
behold, surrounded 5437 it your sheaves and
bowed low 7812 to my sheaf."

16. And said he, "My brothers I seek. Tell me
please where 375 they are feeding?"

17. And said the man, "They left 5265 from
here; for I heard them say, ‘Let us walk to
Dothay'nah 1886.'" And walked Yoseph after his
8. And said to him his brothers, "Shall you brothers, and found them in Dothan 1886.
indeed reign 4427/4427 over us?" Or indeed
have dominion 4910/4910 over us"? And even 18. And they saw him from afar 7350, and
more they hated him over his dreams, and over before 2962 he came near 7126 to them,
his words.
conspired 5230 they against him to kill 4191
him.
19. And said one man to his brother, Behold,
this master 1167 of dreams comes!
20. Now come, and we will slay him, and cast
7993 him in a pit 953, and we will say, ‘An evil
living creature has eaten him': and we will see
what becomes of his dreams!"
21. And heard R'uben, and delivered 5337 him
from their hands; and said, "Do not smite 5221
9. And he dreamed another 5750 dream his life 5315."
afterward 312, and told it to his brothers, saying,
"Behold, I dreamed a dream again, and behold, 22. And said to them R'uben, "Do not 408 spill
the sun 8121 and the moon 3394 and eleven 8210 blood 1818, but cast 7993 him into 413 the
stars 3556 bowed low to me."
pit 953 that is in the wilderness, and your hand
3027 do not send forth 7971 upon him." (so that
10. And he told it to his father, and to his he might deliver him from their hands, and
brothers; and rebuked 1605 him his father, return him to their father).
saying to him, "What is this dream that you
have dreamed? Shall indeed come 935/935 I 23. And it was, when Yoseph had come to his
and your mother and your brothers and bow low brothers, they had stripped 6584 of his tunic that
to you to the ground?"
reached palms and soles that was upon him;
11. And envied 7065 him his brothers, but his 24. And they took him, and cast him into a pit:
father retained 8104 his words.
and the pit was empty 7386, with no water in it.
12. And went his brothers to feed the sheep of 25. And they sat down to eat bread, and they
their father in Sh'chem.
lifted up their eyes and looked, and beheld a
caravan 736 of Yish'm'eliym 3459 that came
13. And said Yis'rael to Yoseph, "Do not your from Gil'ad with their camels bearing spices
brothers feed in Sh'chem? Walk, and I shall send 5219, balm 6875, and myrrh 3910, walking to
you to them." And he said, "Behold me."
go down into Mits'ray'mah 4714.
14. And he said to him, "Walk now, and see if it
is well 7965 with your brothers, and it is well
with the sheep, and return with word to me."
And he sent him forth from the valley 6010 of
Cheb'ron. And he came to Sh'chemah 7927.

26. Said Yahudah to his brothers, "What gain
1215 if we slay our brother, and cover 3680 his
blood?

27. Come, and let us sell 4376 him to the
Yish'm'eliym, and our hands not be upon him;
15. Found him a man, and beheld him for he is our brother and our flesh 1320." And
wandering 8582 in the field; and asked 7592 they listened to their brother.
him the man, saying, "What seek 1245 you?"
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28. And there passed by men of Mid'yaniym 36. And the M'daniym 4084 sold 4376 him to
4084, traveling merchants 5503, and they Mits'rayim to Potiyphar 6318, an officer 5631 of
removed 4900 and lifted up Yoseph from the pit. Par'oh, captain 8269 of of the bodyguard 2876.
And they sold 4376 Yoseph to the Yish'm'eliym
for twenty pieces of silver: and came Yoseph
Chapter 37 Notes
into Mits'ray'mah.
Verse 2 - The brothers were evidently doing
something they were not supposed to, and
Yoseph told on them. They all had different
mothers than Yoseph, so he was a half-brother,
and favored by Yis'rael his father.
Verse 3 - 3801 means tunic, and 6466 means
"reaching to the palms and soles", and was a
more formal garment made specially for
Yoseph. The other brothers hated the special
status Yoseph had. Yashar (Jasher) 41:6;
Verse 5 - Dream and dreamed are a word-play
in the Hebrew.
Verse 8 - The dreams are just arrogance to the
brothers, but in the future they will understand,
29. And returned R'uben to the pit, and behold, when the dreams come to pass.
was not 369 Yoseph in the pit, and he rent 7167
his clothes.
Verse 10 - Yaaqob is shocked by the dream, but
has had contact with Elohiym himself, and
30. And returned he to his brothers and said, holds back judgement. Gen. 42:6;
"The lad is not there, and 1575, where shall I 589
go 935?"
Verse 11 - Acts 7:9;
31. And they took the tunic 3801 of Yoseph, and Verse 12 -Yashar (Jasher) 41:18;
slaughtered 7819 a buck 8163 of the goats 5795,
and
Verse 13 - Yaaqob again sends Yoseph to check
dipped 2881 the tunic in the blood;
on his brothers.
32. And sent they the tunic reaching palms and Verse 14 - Yashar 41:20;
soles, and came to their father, and said, "This
we found: scrutinize 5234 now the tunic, of Verse 18 - The brothers see Yoseph and plot
your son is it or not?"
murder. They were not thinking of the grief this
would cause their father.
33. And he scrutinized, and said, "The tunic is
my son's; an evil 7451 living creature 2416 has Verse 21 - R'uben was firstborn, and did not
devoured him: certainly pulled in pieces want to kill Yoseph. He planned to rescue him,
2963/2963 is Yoseph!"
and return him to Yaaqob later. It did not work
out.
34. And rent 7167 Yaaqob his clothes 8071, and
put sackcloth 8482 on his loins 4975, and
Verse 24 - Yashar 41:28 - "pit" and "well" are
mourned 56 over his son many 7227 days 3117. both meanings of 953 bor. This was a dry pit,
perhaps from lack of rain, we don't know for
35. And rose up all his sons and all his daughters sure today.
to comfort 5162 him, but he refused 3985 to be
comforted, saying, "For I will go down to my Verse 28 - Yashar 42:24; Acts 7:9 This verse is
son mourning to Sh'olah 7585." And wept 1058 ironic in a way, because the traveling Midianite
his father.
merchants find Yoseph in the pit, pull him out,
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and then sell him to some Yishmealiy going to
Mits'rayim (Egypt). The brothers were eating a
meal, and missed their chance, because the
Midianites got to Yoseph first. The brothers did
not pull him from the pit; the Midianites did. If
your Bible has "brothers" in this verse, it is in
error. Read the Hebrew, and that will settle the
matter.

Verse 35 - 7585 Sheolah (Sheol) is the land of
the dead, and its inhabitants. The KJV and
others have "grave", but this definition falls
short of the full meaning of the word.

Verse 36 - 4084 here is another spelling for
Midianites. A lot of Hebrew words have two
spellings, either of which is correct. "Pharoh" in
Hebrew is almost always spelled Par'oh,
Verse 29 - Yashar 43:2 - This backs up verse 28, without the "h" after the P. Again, different
because when R'uben got to the pit, Yoseph was scribes- different spellings; you know who it
already taken by the Midianites, and he did not refers to.
know what to do. His plans to return Yoseph to
his father were foiled, and he was seriously
To be Continued
upset.

The Bible, Race And Culture - Part 2
By
Arnold Kennedy
Deut. 32:8. “When He separated the sons of
Adam, he set the bounds of the people according
to the number of the Children of Israel”.

RACE
When we use the
word “race” we
usually think of
people who are
different
from
others,
mostly
because of obvious
appearance/genetic
distinctions. But there are many ideas about what
we mean by the word ‘race’. Dictionaries do not
agree whether it is a matter of ancestry or
whether it is a matter of culture and environment.
Christians too are capable of saying, and
believing, quite different things about ‘race’ at
the same time:
1. That all people are of one race because
of the popular teaching that all people
originate from Adam.

We will look at the popular argument about the
equality of races in the next section.
2. That there is a ‘chosen race’, and from
this they have invented the expression,
“The Jewish Race”.
The latter expression would then mean that the
“Jews” are somehow different from the rest of
the Human Race, even if they are part of it. If we
agree that there is a chosen race, then we must
agree that all other races are ‘un-chosen’. But,
Jewish written authorities agree that there is no
such thing as a “Jewish” race as a genetic
lineage. When we replace the word “Jewish”
with “Israelite” we will be approaching the real
Biblical position.
3. That there is a radical and racial
separation between “Israel” and what is
usually called “The Church”.

This is where the idea comes from that all races
and cultures are the same in God’s sight. This is
the subject which we will be examining. From
this teaching comes the expressions, “The human Although the proponents will declare that they
are not ‘racist’, they effectively are just that by
race” and “Adam’s race”.
making the separation. They try to get over their
What many Christians are ignorant of, and are problem by saying that God treats different
not taught, is that God separated the sons of peoples differently in different dispensations
Adam, and why He set boundaries between the through history. Here, Dispensationalism joins
with the Covenant Theology of Calvinism in
races.
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seeking to draw a sharp distinction between the
law and the gospel, and insists upon a complete
disjuncture between God’s workings with Israel
and His workings with “The Church”. They must
have awful problems when it comes to ‘identity”
because the Bible connects both the Law and
Grace to Israel, and to Israel only.
4. That the “Seed of Abraham” are those
of any race who have faith and belief in
Jesus Christ.. They have to ignore two
things:
That in Galatians 3:16 Now to Abraham and his
seed were the promises made. He saith not, And
to seeds, as of many; but as of one, And to thy
seed, which is Christ, that “Christ” here is a
verbal adjective indicating that it is the seed of
Abraham itself that is anointed.
That the promises made to Abraham were
confirmed to Isaac and Jacob as well, as a
lineage, and that Jesus made it a matter of belief
and faith within these people. These are whom
He said He was sent to, saying, “ I was not sent
but to the lost sheep of the House of Israel.”
-[Matt.15:24]. But who believes Jesus today
about this?

Christians will switch from one idea to one of
the other ideas to support a particular doctrine,
and it seems never to occur to them what they
are doing. They can invent doctrines to try to
cover a particular view. Clergy come to the point
where they have to say, “There are many
explanations”, and then they become experts at
trying to explain things away. But, it bothers
very few of them and professing Christians do
not seem to think things through.
The ‘race’ issue seems to be too difficult or
contradictory, or otherwise they may say,
because of what they have been taught, that it
does not matter anyway. But it does matter and
God makes this clear. Our part is to believe what
God says. Then everything clarifies and becomes
consistent. . If God was not consistent in what
He says, then His Word would not be worth
consideration.
When we take a high view of Scripture and base
our beliefs upon its accuracy, that we find it to
be a Rock that is rock-solid. It is some traditional
teachings and some translations that create the
problems and conflicts. This paper is written by
a Christian for Christians to help those who have
genuine confusion, and for those who want to
“dig deep” and know “the certainty of those
things”.
THE NON-BIBLICAL VIEWPOINT ON
‘RACE’
Webster’s Universal Dictionary gives the origin
of the word ‘race’ and uses the word ‘blood’,
saying, “A group of individuals possessing
certain physical characteristics in common, and
regarded as being of one blood and sprung from
the same original stock”. With a definition like
this would be valid to say that different races are
of different blood. The word ‘stock’ conveys the
idea in the historic understanding.

5. That the “seed of Abraham” is racial,
as a family of “the stock of Abraham”[Acts 13:26].

But today, in modern usage, this meaning is
denied because it is considered to be politically
incorrect to suggest that there are meaningful
genetic differences between peoples of differing
colours and origins. Most modern dictionaries
confirm that there has been this modern change
in meaning. For instance, from the Grollier
Electronic Publishing we find:

This is the only view that shows Scripture to be
consistent through both Testaments. Here the
‘elect’ is confined to Israel. [Isaiah 45:4 For
Jacob my servant’s sake, and Israel mine elect].
Israel’s redemption from the curse of the broken
Law is through the New Covenant which is made
with the House of Judah and the House of Israel “The overwhelming bulk of scientific opinion in
both the social and the biological sciences,
only-[Heb.8:8 as prophesied in Jer. 31:31].
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however, now rejects the notion that large human
populations, such as the so-called white, black
and yellow races, behave differently because of
their physical appearance, or that they can be
said to be genetically superior or inferior to one
another. Genetic differences between population
groups do exist, of course.
None of these group differences, however, has
yet been shown to affect personality,
intelligence, or indeed, any ability that
significantly relates to social behaviour”.
This is trying to say that the genetic differences
do not relate to behaviour or performance. This
would then mean that the poor attainment and
the relatively more flagitious mind found in
some groups is a matter of culture. Say this was
so in the case of the ‘Maori’ as a group culture,
then why have an agenda to impose such a
culture upon another group through education,
etc?

partially contradicts the underlined portion in the
quote above where genetic differences are
admitted, but what is not admitted is that genetic
differences have connection with traditional
behaviour patterns within one shared physical
environment.
So, within the modern dictionaries we find
contradictions. The above article goes on to
speak about “hybridisation” and “gene flow”,
and that races can be classified on a geographical
basis, namely the Ethiopian, the Palaeartic and
the Oriental, and then goes on to say:
● “Recent evidence indicates how far
apart these populations have become
in their genetic endowments”.
● “Blood groups show a striking split into
Eastern and Western branches”.
● “Populations through adaptation to
local different environments are called
races”.

Speaking of attainment, when racehorses are
bred, we would not expect superior performance
from mating a high performing horse with These are contradictory claims! So again, on the
another horse which has no history or one hand it is said that racial differences are
expectation of good performance. Nor would we genetic, and on the other hand some say that they
mate a good horse with a donkey
are environmental. It is sometimes
and expect to win races with the
claimed that the phenotype
offspring.
expression of a genotype depends
upon the environment in which the
If the horse genus has genetic
genotype develops.
differences, is it unreasonable to
suspect that the human genus
In New Zealand, we have Case Law
likewise may have varying genetic
in The Crown v. King-Ansell, which
differences and attainments?
went through to the Court of Appeal
Connection between genetic
[C.A.176/78] where judgement was
differences and intelligence has
made on matters of race and ethnicity.
always been an emotive matter. We
say that a person born with Down’s
Here the complex nature of the
syndrome has a genetic defect from
subject is presented, but for anyone
conception and yet we have no trouble in relating wanting to understand the modern view of race
intelligence difference to genetics here.
and ethnicity more fully, the book, “Who Are
The Jews” by Christian Borg published by
The science of genetics is all about inherited Veritas Publishing Pty. Ltd, and obtainable from
differences between both individuals and P.O. Box 4389, Auckland, is recommended,
populations. There is a huge difference between because it gives a transcript of the actual case. It
equal opportunity and equal endowment! But, in is good reading and shows how the historical and
the Bible the issue involves spirit endowment traditional meanings given to ‘race’ are now
and this endowment is from conception.
denied. We will now go on to see what modern
Jewish authorities have to say.
This factor does not change with environment.
This dictionary goes on to say, “In common FROM THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA JUDAICA,
usage, race is a socially defined term”. This is 1971, [Under ‘Race, Theory of’].
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“Nowadays, although anthropologists differ over
the exact number and subdivisions of the races
of humanity, most are agreed that the
characteristics which distinguish races are
limited to physical features. This conclusion is,
however, of comparatively recent date”.

It treats, “every member of the human family,
everywhere”, as being the same making no
provision at all for genealogical lines as
Scripture does. Indeed, if race is just social and
cultural, then any persons could ”freely pursue”
what race they wanted to become and then be
classed as being of that race. This seems to be
And
agreed to in ILO Convention No. 169. Origins
and ‘family’ have no longer have historical
“On this subject, the Talmud states, ‘for the sake meaning under the International Covenants.
of peace among creatures, the descent of all men
is traced back to one individual, so that one may The New Zealand Human Rights Act, 1993,
not say to his neighbour, “my father is greater provides for a Race Relations Commissioner, but
than yours” [Sanh.4:5]. Belief in a common it is unable to give a definition of what ‘race’ is.
descent from Adam was taken over by In this area this Act prohibits discrimination on
Christianity, and became one of the the grounds of “religious belief, ethnical belief,
fundamentals of the Christian principle of race, colour, and ethnic or national origins”. But
equality of all men before
again, although it mentions
God”.
race without defining what
it is, it does not treat any of
Two important things to
these as relating to
note here are the mention
genealogical
lines
or
of a “comparatively
descent, apart allowing
recent date”, and “was
multi-racial Jewry to be the
taken
over
by
one exception.
Christianity”. Both of
these statements indicate
Attempts to obtain a
that both ideas were not
quantitative definition from
the original beliefs. The “fundamentals of the Government and Race Relations as to what a
Christian principle of the equality of all men ‘Maori” is, for instance, have been fruitless.
before God” is not the Biblical concept, as we Until the 1960's, a Maori was a person of 50%
will show.
Maori blood or above, in law. ‘Race’ is supposed
to now be a matter of belief or culture.
COMMENT ON DICTIONARY
DEFINITIONS AND THE
To be Continued OS17849
INTERNATIONAL COVENANTS.
Looking at the definitions within these
dictionaries, we can conclude that there are
inconsistencies, if not deliberate changes as well.
On the one hand, ‘race’ is said to be a matter of
origins and genealogical line, whilst on the other
hand it is social, cultural and the product of
environment. ‘Culture’ and ‘race’ do tend to
coincide, we all know.
The International Covenants On Human Rights
speaks primarily of a person having “civil and
political rights” as well as “economic, social and
cultural rights”, and that “all peoples have the
right to self determination”, and adds that “by
virtue of that right they freely determine their
political status and freely pursue their social and
cultural development”.

Steven Books
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148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
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obtain books.
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Harold Stough Notes An Attempt to Get
British Israel Teaching Aired On The
BBC
A Letter Sent to The BBC in 1947
eight of the speakers have already been chosen,
and that the British Israel World Federation is
not included amongst the eight announced.

The Letter to The BBC

The British Israel Federation is an
inter‑denominational organisation and its
membership comprises representatives of the
majority of the Christian Churches. It therefore
comes quite clearly into the category of a
religious subject, and has already been
pronounced by the B.B.C. as controversial.

Broadcasting House Langham Place,
London

May I have your assurance that consideration
has been given to our Federation in this new
series, and that the question of British Israel
teaching will be included in the planned
broadcasts.
Yours sincerely,
Secretary.

The British Broadcasting Corporation,
Broadcasting Houses
Portland Place,
London, W. 1.

For the attention of Mr. Livesey‑Wellington

Editor: This letter plainly shows that there was
a complete lack of knowledge, of who was really
in control of UK and other Western nations, at
that time. Many people have woken up since this
letter was written two years after the ending of
WWII, as indeed the Scriptures foretold that in
the latter days knowledge would increase.

Dear Sir,
It was the late Frank Dowsett, who in one of his
For some years the above Federation has had the lectures while in the UK, mentioned that the
reply from the British Broadcasting Corporation original Hebrew meant increase of knowledge
that time could not be permitted to them because of the enemy.
the subject of British Israel teaching was
regarded as "too controversial" and that only Needless to say, he was rebuffed on all
representatives of the established Churches and occasions, but one must not be too harsh on
Non‑Conformist bodies could be permitted to Harold Stough, for the BBC was looked upon in
those days as being a patriotic and pro-British
use broadcasting facilities.
organisation and not the the enemy’s propaganda
When the announcement was made recently that arm, whose real intent is not only to destroy and
a series of controversial religious talks were to throttle the identity message but Christianity as
be broadcasts it naturally occurred to us that this a whole.
represented a change in policy by which the
previous restriction concerning us would be We have been conditioned to look for an external
enemy, whereas our most deadly enemy is within
removed.
the gates - but praise Yahweh, their days are
Today's Press now gives the news that but twelve numbered!!
talks are to be included in the series and that
The End OS5998
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Letter and Views
have been trained that their own self-interest is
now verboten.
Precedents are being set in far off places to kick
whites off their land. Already happening in
South Africa, how long before this sentiment
comes to America?

The White Man’s Head in a Noose

Make no mistake about it, the Kavanaugh
nomination fight is about making conservative,
straight, white men pariahs in their own land
much more than it is about keeping a moderate
judge off the Supreme Court. It is meant to
legally castrate white men, to render them
impotent. (Before they’re perhaps literally
castrated someday to cleanse them of their “toxic
masculinity” we hear so much about.)

Sir_ I came across this article by Relampago
Furioso appeared yesterday in National Once a cultural and legal precedent involving an
Vanguard, which I thought might be of use to appointment to the highest court in the land is
set and women are given carte blanche to destroy
your users:–
a man with baseless claims, with no evidence
I’ve been away for a while because I don’t really other than a woman’s word that a man got a little
know how much good it does to keep doing this. rough with her 35 years ago (but didn’t actually
The hour is late, the awakening is falling flat and have sex with her), it will be off to the races to
there are snakes and deceivers all around. Even have men removed from any position in
I often do not know who to trust in this age of business, industry, or government at any time
misinformation and propaganda. And, it is based on nothing more than a woman’s whim.
becoming dangerous to put one’s self out on a
Me Too was only getting the party started. This
limb.
is how leftists plan to eviscerate white men—by
Nonetheless, here goes. Let’s analyse the storm using their own women against them.
currently swirling through America and look at
When sloganeers tell us the future is female,
the larger implications of what it all means.
they’re hinting at a future world in which
As the Kavanaugh Supreme Court circus emotion and not rationality rule the day. The law
continues, I often ponder what brought us here books currently written will be basically
as a nation and why it seems forces are arrayed worthless in a court room based on emotion.
around and closing in on whites—and especially
The world of reason men designed will be
white men.
replaced by a female world of unreason. Look
The steady drumbeat to open violence continues around: One thousand years of cultural evolution
as hatred of whites grows bolder and is now already been basically destroyed in only a few
unabashedly displayed. A global minority, short years. From the Magna Carta to the Bill of
whites are a scant 7% of the world’s population. Rights, long-respected and hard won Western
jurisprudence is being phased out.
Whites are being displaced from the nation they
founded—and even the continent where they
evolved—to roaring cheers from a bloodthirsty,
leftist mob. It seems the mob is out to destroy
them with a genocide occurring out in the open,
yet no one dare speak its name because whites

Marvels like this are what agencies like the CIA
specialize in.
With leftist hate mobs conducting an open witch
trial of not only a President but his Supreme
Court nominee in the court of public opinion and
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the mainstream media fanning the flames, whites
who support these “relics” of the past are openly
mocked and shamed in an American media that
claims to oppose racism. Trump is called a Nazi.
Kavanaugh a gang rapist. Mass hysteria is
gripping the land—and is only the beginning of
a new Dark Age for the West.

to see their children and get enslaved by state
child support systems on a woman’s whim. They
didn’t stop after men were thrown out of the
human family and assigned sperm donor status.
They called the new rules “female
empowerment” but there’s no honour among the
thieves and robber barons who would do this to
a nation and a people. Feminism was supposed
to get white women out of the kitchen. But, make
your way into any corporate fast food joint,
family feedbag, or other restaurant and you’ll
find white women still in the kitchen. Only,
they’re now making slave wages cooking for
strangers rather than cooking for a family. And
totally clueless to how they’ve been manipulated
and used by social engineers. Women are
unhappier than they’ve ever been.
If they’re not in a kitchen they’re toiling in
meaningless corporate jobs, the basic building
block of civilization—the family—crushed.

Racial Bolshevism has set a grotesque narrative: It gets worse. White men are now being openly
The Utopia leftists seek cannot be realized until persecuted for having functioning libidos, as we
the last white man is chased down and killed.
are seeing with the Stalinist-style show trial now
being conducted in the U.S. Senate. White men
Whites find themselves in a carefully laid trap. are now openly mocked and lampooned in the
It’s been half a century if not more in the making. media. Even the Emmy Awards were nothing
Call it a slow-bake genocide with the oven timer but a massive middle finger to white men this
rapidly ticking towards zero. Let’s examine but year.
a few puzzle pieces starting back in the 1960’s
when the seeds of today’s revolutionary harvest Worse, women have absolutely no loyalty to
were laid.
their tribe or their country. As one astute blogger
put it, “They already hold an enormous amount
Social engineers or “human hackers” as they of power over men through sexual selection,
should be called knew what they were doing social selection, and social approval.” Giving
when they first proceeded to drive a wedge them power over government is the surest way
between man and woman with feminism. How for men to be turned into slaves. Something the
to break up the family and turn woman against American government has already been
man? Set the rules in opposition to what successful in achieving.
millennia of bio-mechanics have taught us.
Scapegoat men as oppressors and villains and Women will not associate with men lower than
ramp up the emotional hysteria to a frenzy.
them in status. But reducing white men to slave
status isn’t enough. Now they’re coming for your
White men have been driven out of their families dignity, and eventually, your life. Such is the
and forced into living increasingly solitary lives. price of getting weak in a world in which rivers
The marriage rate has reached an all-time low of blood have been spilled throughout history so
with the millennial generation. Birth rates are a select few men can become momentary masters
demographically suicidal.
of a fraction of a dot.
Western governments operating at the behest of
their corporate paymasters successfully relegated
white men from “indisposable” to “disposable”
status with a deft sleight of hand. Dads now beg

There is an irony in all this social upheaval and
nightmarish imagery, though. Women and nonwhites think they’re advancing their interests by
destroying white men. That’s simply not the
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case. The sad reality is they’re only useful idiots interesting to note that back in those days, there
of a global elite bent on gaining control over the were local public holidays!!
totality of this planet at any cost.
The Battle of Lewes was one of two main battles
Play with Communism and Racial Bolshevism, of the conflict known as the Second Barons' War.
and get burned, stupid leftists.
It took place at Lewes in Sussex, on 14 May
1264. It marked the high point of the career of
If women and minorities thought they had it bad Simon de Montfort, 6th Earl of Leicester, and
under white men, they have no idea what’s made him the "uncrowned King of England”.
coming when the sadistic people who planned a
covert genocide have absolute power over the
entire planet. It’s usually at this point, after the
puppet masters have taken what they want when
a shocking realization hits the useful idiots of
such a Communist revolution like a thunderbolt
at midnight.
We got duped!
At that point, leftists will turn against those who
took advantage of them. In this case, the
Democrat-Socialist Party who are experts at
using demagoguery to gain power. But, by then
it will be too late. Their submissive status on the
new global, electronic plantation will already
have been cemented. What was done to white
men, to bring them to heel, to shame, debauch,
disinherit, subjugate and castrate them, will be
done to all men—black, brown, and yellow.
Women will be okay as long as they toe the line.

Monument to The Battle of Lewis

The 600th anniversary of the Battle of Lewes
was on Whit-Monday (1864) last celebrated by
the resident« in that town and the
neighbourhood. The battle was fought on the
14th of May, 1264, on that portion of the South
Downs in the vicinity of Lewes now known as
the Race Hill, as we have had occasion to shew
Leftists have no idea what kind of sociopath's in a recent number of the Gentleman’s
they’re doing the bidding of. They may destroy Magazine.
whitey, bit in their bloodlust for power they will
also destroy themselves.
The anniversary thus fell on Saturday, but for
the convenience of the trades people, and in
P.S. I’ve long thought that if the human species order that the day might be observed as a general
doesn’t go extinct, life is soon about to become holiday, the celebration was postponed until
so miserable for anyone it won’t be worth living. Whit-Monday, when, the weather being
To think, white men will have gone from delightfully fine, a large number of pleasurewalking on other worlds to extinction in less than seekers were attracted to the town from different
a century. This is a not a nice planet. Get soft parts of the surrounding district.
and weak at your own peril. Not only will other
tribes burn you, but your own women will light The various public places of interest in Lewes,
the bonfire. Yours truly, PG.
including the ancient Castle, with the museum
of the Sussex Archaeological Society, the De
_________________
Warren Chapel in South over Church, and the
Mechanics’ Museum, were thrown open to all
Sixth Centenary of the Battle of Lewes as comers, and inspected by large numbers of
Celebrated in 1864
visitors in the course of the day.
Sir__, I came across this interesting snippet in
an 1864 edition of the Gentleman’s magazine of
how the 600th anniversary of the famous battle
of Lewes was celebrated in those day, and it is

The annual custom of treading the boundaries of
the borough was observed about noon, with the
usual formalities, and at one o’clock the large
town bell, familiarly known as “Old Gabriel,”
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which is only tolled on very particular occasions,
was rang as a signal for closing the various shops
and working establishments in the town.
In the afternoon the local rifle corps were
inspected and engaged in a sham-fight on the
battle-field, after which a public dinner took
place in the County Hall, to which the volunteers
were invited, and which was attended by most
of the leading residents. In the evening there was
a torch-light procession through the town,
followed by a grand display of fireworks from
the Castle-keep, and the proceedings were
wound up by a popular ball in the Corn
Exchange. Yours Truly, CBP Sussex.
_________________

Japanese Alphabet and Hebrew

From K H, West Midlands UK
________________

The Law of Praemunire Potentially,
Absolute E Dynamite
&
The EU and Immigration
1) Islam has, as essential doctrine, al Walaa wal
Baraa. In short, it is for the destruction of
everything non-Islamic. For more information,
here is a short video. Click HERE
Al Walaa wal Baraa is explained within the first
2 minutes.
2) English law has long included praemunire or
praemunire facias. This is a 14th-century
law prohibiting the assertion or maintenance of
any alien jurisdiction, religious or other, or any
claim of supremacy, religious or other, in
England against the supremacy of the monarch
and English law. It was created due to the threat
of attempted papal jurisdiction. The penalty:
imprisonment for an indefinite period, ending
only with death or the king’s pardon.
It is obvious that this law applies to Sharia, in
fact to anything from Islamic laws. It likewise
prohibits any legal jurisdiction over Britain by
the European Union.

Sir__, I came across this item on the similarity
of the Japanese alphabet and that of the Hebrews,
as illustrated above. The illustrated characters
for the Hebrew seem somewhat different from
the published modern Hebrew, so could it be a
mixture of Paleo-Hebrew?
Yours Truly, K H, West Midlands, UK

It is Boris Johnson, a British MP, once the mayor
of London, also a former Foreign Secretary, who
mentioned this law at the 2018 Conservative
Party conference in Birmingham. Another recent
claim to fame is his stance on the burqa: he is
against banning it, but considers that it makes
wearers look like British letter boxes. That
comment led to a bit of fuss: several letter box
lovers protested, as did the considerably larger
PC mainstream plus many Islamics.
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Bringing up the law of praemunire (also spelled
premunire) makes the comment on the burqa
pale into insignificance. One may or may not
consider that burqa wearers resemble letter
boxes. The law of premunire makes Britain
being part of the EU, which claims supremacy
over British law in many areas, an act of
treachery. It also makes any encroachment of
Sharia in Britain an act of treachery.
However, according to Wikipedia, as of the
Criminal Law Act 1967 coming into
effect, praemunire facias is no longer an offence
in England, Wales or Northern Ireland” - though
it seems it still is in Scotland. Very very clever,
whoever thought of making praemunire no
longer an offence.
Perhaps as a consequence of the 1967 Criminal
Law Act, according to the information I have,
Johnson did not insist that Britain being part of
the EU is treachery. He merely suggested that
the government might be in breach of this law
regarding the European Union Yours truly, Elsa.
________________

A Letter Sent to Lord Lilley

contained in several documents as it developed
over the ages. The Americans thought it so good
that they virtually copied it.
All our treaties with the EU are against our
constitution because it gives away our
sovereignty or control to another state. You quite
rightly point out the deceit in the Chequers
decision but you ignore the bigger deceit that
allows such a process.
Any MP or Lord could put the truth into the
public domain by asking their respective
speakers , "Mr. (Lord) Speaker. Would you
please rule on the fact that this country does have
a constitution, and that constitution forbids
giving away our sovereignty to another state.
The British people have voted to leave the EU.
Instead of negotiating what is in fact an unlawful
treaty we should follow our constitution and just
leave"
You must know that very recently we put our
armed forces under EU control. This shows how
serious our loss of sovereignty has become.
Have you enough moral fibre to ask such a
question?. If you really want us to leave the EU
then you could ensure that that will happen.
Please, I and others who do know the truth, beg
you to do your duty to the country that you so
obviously love and care about. Yours truly,
John Timbrell.
________________

Black Cumin: Benefits Against
Lung Cancer
This turns grey hair back to black
Dear Lord Lilley,
Sir__, I came across an interesting item on the
I read your piece The Deceit at The Heart of benefits of black cumin seeds in fighting lung
Chequers. I noted that you used a similar phrase cancer, plus its anti-inflammatory uses, as folto that which you used in parliament when lows.
discussing our banking system. I paraphrase," If
I were to do what the bankers do I would be Black cumin seeds (Nigella sativa) are being
locked up in prison."
studied for their antioxidant, anti-inflammatory,
anti-diabetic, and anti-tumour properties
I admire your forthright stance on these matters,
but it is almost certain that you will not achieve The seeds of black cumin, also known as black
what you set out to do. The reason is that the caraway (scientific name Nigella Sativa) are
government and bankers can continue to act in relatively unknown in the west.
this dishonest and corrupt way,is because they
ignore our constitution. To cover this up, most They have a pungent, bitter taste and smell and
in the establishment deny that we have a are commonly used as a spice in Indian and
constitution, hiding behind the fact that it is Middle Eastern cuisines.
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Black cumin seeds are credited with remarkable
healing properties for many centuries in the
Middle East, the Mediterranean, and India. In
fact, black cumin oil was found in the tomb of
the Egyptian boy-king Tutankhamen, suggesting
that Egyptians believed it was important for the
afterlife.
Black cumin seeds are now known to contain
over 100 compounds including crystalline nigellone, thymoquinone, beta-sitosterol, and many
others. They also contain many of the B vitamins
and essential trace minerals.

ing new blood vessels that feed tumour cells
from forming, and stopping cancer cells from
migrating to other areas of the body. Thymoquinone also complements standard anti-cancer
drugs without any added toxicity.
In laboratory studies, both black cumin seed
extract and seed oil have been shown to kill
human lung cancer cells. Similarly, thymoquinone has been shown to stop human lung cancer
cells (both small cell and non-small cell types)
from growing and migrating.
Black cumin seeds are somewhat of an acquired
taste, but you can try adding small amounts to
soups, stews, and salads – for example, in
combination with honey or royal jelly, according
to your taste preferences. Black cumin seed oil
or capsule supplements can also be consumed
daily in the quantities recommended on the label.
Note: If you watched Dr. Bradford Weeks’
presentation from TTAC’s Ultimate Live Symposium, black cumin seeds were what he credited with turning some of his father’s white hair
black at the age of 92.
______________________

Gang Stalking
Multiple studies have shown that black cumin
seed extracts and oil boost production of bone
marrow cells and immune cells, suggesting that
they could be used to treat autoimmune disorders
and even fight cancer. Indeed, thymoquinone has
been shown to have powerful antioxidant, antiinflammatory, anti-diabetic, and anti-tumour
properties.

Sir__, This is some of my own personal
experiences of Gang Stalking, related to Andrew
Carrington Hitchcock’s on a recent show of his
on EFR Radio, although it was cut off near the
end.
I told him that most of my gang stalkers were
Jewish. Which I had no idea until I walked across
the parking lot in front of the synagogue in
Vancouver, and low and behold I knew all the
number plates of the cars parked there, by heart.
They were the cars of the gang stalkers that
circled me like sharks circle a rubber dinghy, for
2 years already.

Before I had wondered at what percentage of
people can have red, curly hair, and why am I
seeing this so much. I also wondered whether it
is is the fashion to have a beard again and men
Specifically, it has been shown to stop various wearing hats.
types of cancer cells from growing, via multiple
mechanisms – including lowering inflammation, Then I encountered men with strings running
inducing cell cycle arrest and apoptosis (“pro- over their torso and hanging out from under their
grammed cell suicide”) in tumour cells, prevent- jacket.
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is being done to me every day). or something
even worse.
They told me they were studying some brain
science at UBC, most likely remote neural
monitoring.

That one I had seen in a movie before, so I knew
they were Jews and I connected the hats and the
beards and the high percentage of red curly hair
later.
But the Shromrim (the Jewish volunteer
neighbourhood watch), this is totally new to me.
These creatures are everywhere; at the desks in
the Emergency at the hospitals, supervisor of the
security guards at the German Consulate, you
name it.
Some of them are bus drivers. After the
Synagogue incident I started to recognize facial
features in nice old ladies with heavy heavy
longish shoulder bags (Megatron inside), as
Jewish.

These are my experiences with Shromrim. I
think they are the supervisors that have to be
close to the moron perps, who are of this group.
When the perps got me into troublesome
situations, it is the supervisor's duty to get me
out of there before I can tell a policeman who
might possibly not yet in on this, my gruesome
story. Damage control, I call it.
So I got away with photographing them, spitting
on them after they shot me, pushing my cart in
front of them to make them stumble and other
feeble attempts to defend myself. The name of
the game is to make me totally "flip out" and do
something criminal or unforgivable, so then they
can "put me away" into a facility where I can be
tortured to death without interference. The
psych wards are full of such people, being held
there involuntary and drugged to the gills with
disabilitating turn of the century drugs like
Haldol (Haldoperidol).

Mind you, not all of them are Jewish but I would
say the majority. They pass themselves off as
Italian, they put dark make up on to appear East All in all, it is best to completely ignore the perps
Indian, it took me so long to get to the heart of at all times. A hard lesson to learn.
it.
This is a very interesting interview, mentioned
One time, at midnight 2 Israelis came panther Binney, who I know from TI (Targeted
like walking down the long Harmonica bus 99 Individuals) conference calls. He did not talk
Beeline to UBC. I was standing behind the about Targeted Individuals here.
driver, as always. People made room for them
because the way they walked, panther like and Also, I think the TI stuff has gotten out of hand
with purpose left no doubt that they had to make totally and has been commercialised and
outsourced. I think people are watching us as
room.
they were watching the "Big Brother" series on
I know they were coming for me, but this is a TV and they are addicted to us, like with
fast bus and goes one or two blocks before the Coronation Street.
next stop.
Sometimes perps (perpetrators) say something
So I started involving them in a conversation. In to me.
front of my eyes ran a red writing in light dots,
like on the front end of the bus, only mine said Also I found in 2010 a "How to" Gangs talker
"Mossad" as if I knew about it. Pure intuition. Manual on the Internet. It had an East European
look, if you know what I mean. It was thinly
They took out their cell phones to manipulate disguised as a "Help Manual" for targets.
my appearance and punched away. stopping and
checking me. I hoped they would correct damage In 2010 it really got out of hand. This was the
the perps had done, but most likely they were time. - At the end of this manual, the last
cutting my knees under the skin (believe me, this sentence read: "As long as they throw money at
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us, we will continue". I think they have a
program "pay per hit" where people can burn,
electronically rape, mutilate and maim us, and
they pay for it.

have seen pictures of themselves in the bathtub
when looking at somebody’s cell phone on the
bus. Yours Truly, R, A Targeted Individual
in North America.

I think they sell the videos from the hidden
cameras in our houses to sadists or voyeurs. TI’s

The End

The Feast of Trumpets (Part 2)
Charlotte Missouri - USA
Militia Trumpets, Bugles, & Parades
Here are old newspaper articles that reflect that
the militia had trumpets and buglers that paraded.
The militia did understand the importance of the
Numbers chapter 10 promises above.
1793 news - Militia Signalled by Trumpet
A regular, well organized and disciplined army,
is the only one we can expert success from. Such
that, by order, can in an instant be thrown into
any position, that can be divided into a number
of parties, march in different directions, though
in presence of an enemy, and return to their line
only by the beat of a drum or sound of a trumpet.
Will militia do this? Did they ever do it? No, not
all the drums and trumpets in the victorious
trench army, would ever rally or hop a routed
militia. When I hear of the ashes of those heroes,
who gallantly fell at their post the fatal 4th of
November, raked up to be put in competition
with a corrupt, infective militia, it makes me
Greek Septuagint Numbers 10
shudder. I will allow militia to have supported
Therefore the trumpet or bugle was used as one post well, that is, the old adage.
__________________
a signal and for Holy communication.

1888 News - Militia Parade with
HE BUGLE was used in the American
Revolutionary War and the Civil War to
Trumpets Special to the Globe.
signal the troops for various reasons.
They used the bugle as commanded here in Washington, No. 29.—As usual on
Numbers 10.
Thanksgiving the departments were closed today, in fact, most of them closed at 1 or 2 o'clock
America War Bugle and
yesterday in honour of the annual festival.

T

Trumpet History
There was an air of Sunday quiet about the
Here are links that reflect the history of the streets early in the day, which was broke, about
bugles and trumpets in America’s military 10 o'clock by the sound of drum and trumpet as
the local militia turned out for parade. The First
history:–
regiment formed on Fifteenth street, just south
Link 1; Link 2; Link 3; Link 4; Link 5 Link 6; of Pennsylvania avenue, and the Second
regiment and a battalion of the Sixth and Seventh
Link 7; Link 8; Link 9.
regiments drilled on Seventeenth street, near
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Now York avenue. It was at first intended to And one kid of the goats for a sin-offering, to
drill–make atonement for you. Beside the whole1870 News - Cavalry Militia Trumpeter
burnt-offerings for the new moon [month], and
their meat-offerings, and their drink-offerings,
The young man who acts as trumpeter for foot and their perpetual whole-burnt-offering; and
cavalry militia in Lafayette Square occasionally, their meat-offerings and their drink-offerings
certainly excels in his line. He blasts last night according to their ordinance for a sweetwere quite musical, especially as the air was smelling savour to the Lord.” Sep Num 29:1-6
clear and the moon shining brightly. The sound
reminded us of other days—days that will not be Above and below the Greek word νουμηνίας
forgotten.
was translated to the word ‘new moon’. The root
word is actually μηνίας which means month.
1806 news - Irish Militia Bugle call to The Greek word "σελήνη - selḗnē" which means
moon is not shown in the actual text. Therefore
Parade guard house
the text actually should say ‘new month’.
This produced some little contusion, and
unfortunately at that moment the militia bugle
sounded to arms-—it is not known whether the
bugle sounded to assemble the men at their usual
hour of parade, or in consequence of the
interference of some ill-possessed person; but
upon heaving it, the militia men crowded into
the streets with their arms.
______________
Our military has forgotten the original
purpose of blowing the Trumpet!

Numbers – Feast of Trumpets /
Bugles Offerings

Numbers Chapter 29

Here in the Book of Numbers we are told what
the offerings should be on the 1st day of the
Seventh month which is the Feast of Trumpets
according to Leviticus above. The words
‘blowing the trumpets’ is not actually in the
Greek text, this has been inserted as shown in
the interlinear below:–

In verse one above, the Greek word "σημασίας
- sēmasíā" means to give a command or signal.
The Greek root word is “σημαία - simaía” which
means flag, banner or symbol. The root word
can be further identified as "σῆμᾰ - sêma"
means a mark, sign or token that can be used to
verify someone’s identity.

“And in the seventh month, on the first day of the
month, there shall be to you a holy convocation:
ye shall do no servile work: it shall be to you a
day of blowing the trumpets.

Therefore, this could be interrupted as a day to
signal our Father Cyrios with trumpets, bugles,
and banners. This sounds like a parade where
they carry banners and flags and play instruments.

And ye shall offer whole-burnt-offerings for a
sweet savour to the Lord, one calf of the herd,
one ram, seven lambs of a year old without
blemish.

The Latin version is very close to the original
Greek version. The Latin words further clarify
that it is a celebration of a new month and not
new moon.

Their meat-offering shall be fine flour mingled
with oil; three tenth deals for one calf, and two
tenth deals for one ram: a tenth deal for each
several ram, for the seven lambs.

“Mensis (month) etiam septimi (from septem
meaning seven) prima dies (day or daytime)
venerabilis (worship or reverence) et sancta erit
vobis omne opus servile non facietis in ea quia
dies clangoris (clang, blast or sound) est et
tubarum (tuba) offeretisque holocaustum in
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“Every one that eats fat off the beasts, from
which he will bring a burnt-offering to the
Lord--that soul shall perish from his people.”
Sep Lev 7:15
At every feast, whole burnt offerings were to
include wine as drink-offering. A hin is about a
half of a quart.

odorem suavissimum Domino vitulum (bull calf)
de Armento (herd of cattle) unum (one) arietem
(aries or battering ram) unum agnos anniculos
inmaculatos septem et in sacrificiis eorum
similae oleo conspersae tres decimas per
singulos vitulos duas decimas per arietem (aries)
unam decimam per agnum qui simul sunt agni
septem (VII or seven) et hircum pro peccato qui
offertur in expiationem populi praeter
holocaustum kalendarum (pural of kalenda or
calendar) (reference to first day) cum sacrificiis
suis et holocaustum sempiternum cum
libationibus solitis hisdem caerimoniis offeretis
in odorem suavissimum incensum Domino.”
Latin Vulgate Num 29:1-6.

“Speak to the children of Israel, and thou shalt
say to them, When ye are come into the land of
your habitation, which I give to you, and thou
wilt offer whole-burnt-offerings to the Lord, a
whole-burnt-offering or a meat-offering to
perform a vow, or a free-will offering, or to offer
in your feasts a sacrifice of sweet savour to the
Lord, whether of the herd or the flock:

then he that offers his gift to the Lord shall bring
a meat-offering of fine flour, a tenth part of an
ephah mingled with oil, even with the fourth part
of a hin. And for a drink-offeringye shall offer
the fourth part of a hin on the whole-burntoffering, or on the meat-offering: for every lamb
thou shalt offer so much, as a sacrifice, a smell
of sweet savour to the Lord. And for a ram, when
The Food Offering
ye offer it as a whole-burnt-offering or as a
sacrifice, thou shalt prepare as a meat-offering
The food offering prepared that day for the Feast
two tenths of fine flour mingled with oil, the third
of Trumpets was:–
part of a hin.
Number
of

Offering

Flour Portion

1

Bull calf (male)

3/10

1

Ram (Male
Sheep)

2/10

7

Lambs a year old 1/10 each for a
without blemish total of 7/10

1

He Goat for sin
offering

And ye shall offer for a smell of sweet savour to
the Lord wine for a drink-offering, the third part
of a hin. And if ye sacrifice a bullock from the
herd for a whole-burnt-offering or for a
sacrifice, to perform a vow or a peace-offering
to the Lord, then the worshipper shall offer upon
the calf a meat-offering, three tenth deals of fine
flour mingled with oil, even the half of a hin. And
wine for a drink-offering the half of a hin, a
sacrifice for a smell of sweet savour to the Lord.”
Sep Num 15:2-10

None
In addition to the Feast of Trumpets offering they
were required to provide a new month offerings,
as follows:–

Most feast days require 7 lambs a year old each;
this might represent one lamb for every thousand
“And at the new moons [months] ye shall bring
years since Adam was formed until Jesus’ return.
a whole-burnt-offering to the Lord, two calves
The laws below apply to all feast days:
of the herd, and one ram, seven lambs of a year
old without blemish. Three tenth deals of fine
“And no offerings for sin, of whose blood there
flour mingled with oil for one calf, and two tenth
shall be brought any into the tabernacle of
deals of fine flour mingled with oil for one ram.
witness to make atonement in the holy place,
A tenth deal of fine flour mingled with oil for
shall be eaten: they shall be burned with fire.”
Sep Lev 6:30
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each lamb, as a meat-offering, a sweet-smelling the continual whole-burnt-offering and its drinksavour, a burnt-offering to the Lord.
offering.” Sep Num 28:11-15
Their drink-offering shall be the half of a hin for
one calf; and the third of a hin for one ram; and
the fourth part of a hin of wine for one lamb: this
is the whole-burnt-offering monthly throughout
the months of the year.

Therefore the Feast of Trumpets would be
day to gather and have a very large barbecue,
with grain (corn), oil and wine.
To be continued OS22978 Joshua - The Fall
of Jericho with Trumpets or Bugles:

And he shall offer one kid of the goats for a
sin-offering to the Lord; it shall be offered beside

Hebrew Connections in Cornwall
Penzance Police Buttons
By
John Burnet
rhododendrons in full bloom. This beauty has to
be seen to be appreciated.
Then, with much puffing and panting, as though
the iron monster were a thing alive, the train
draws into the platform of Penzance, and we are
at the very end of Old England. With eyes eager
to see more of their wonderland, all the
passengers alight from the train, agog with great
anticipation.
Mount Bay, St. Michael's Mont, Mousehole,
Lands End, and much more than space allows to
tell, all these with the old township of Penzance
itself, were the attractions I had come to see.
The following comes from THE KINGDOM
DIGEST, May 1996, and is by John Burnet The main street of Penzance attracted my
of the KINGDOM HERALD, Sydney,
attention because of its most unusual name Australia.
namely, "Market Jew Street." Such an
uncommon name arouses the inquisitive interest
T WAS ONE OF THOSE LOVELY of the tourist, and when you ask: "Why the
DAYS which are carried for all time in the name?" in the history of the answer there is
memory of the traveller who has had the unfolded a remarkable story.
good fortune to see England in the early summer.
London, with all its joys and sorrows, traffic and
tragedy, we soon lost to sight and mind, as the Here is the story: About the year A.D. 27 Herod
fast travelling train carried me on my way to was the Tetrarch in Palestine. He was married to
Penzance, the place made famous in comic opera the daughter of Aretas (this same Aretas was the
king of Arabia). Herod lived happily for many
under the title: "The Pirates of Penzance."
years with his wife, till such time as he was
Past fields and meadows alive and ablaze with summoned to Rome by the Emperor Tiberius.
beautiful flowers, acres and acres of such While in Rome he fell in love with his brother's
splashes of colour that they defy and beggar wife, and to her he proposed marriage. She
description, while for the last fifty miles of the consented to his proposal on condition that
journey the train passes through an avenue of Herod get rid of his wife.

I
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On his return to Palestine, Herod's wife managed
to hear of his intentions, and fled by way of
Macherus (the outpost of her father's dominion)
and handed on by one general to another, she
reached her father's headquarters. When Aretas
heard of Herod's deception, he immediately
declared war on Herod, and as Macherus was
then the fortified gateway from Arabia to
Palestine, it is here we find Herod.

Salome what gift she would like from his hand
— even to the half of his kingdom.

Salome hurried from the hall to consult her
mother (Herodius), and the latter told her to ask
at once for the head of John the Baptist. Herod
was shocked and grieved at such a request, but
to keep his promise a guard was sent to the
keeper of the prison, and immediately John was
executed and his head, on a silver charger, was
Now, in the Gospel written by Mark, chapter 6, brought to the king. This gruesome trophy was
verse 21, we read the following: "With Herod handed to Salome (who stood waiting), and she
were the lords, chief captains, and chiefs of the ran with it from the hall and gave it to her mother.
estates of Galilee." No doubt the army was
encamped on the hill round about. Herod, so to History goes on to say that Herod was defeated
bolster up the morale of his generals (even as is in the battle, but Aretas, later on, was stayed by
done today) was entertaining them in his Vitellius, one of the Roman generals in Palestine
at this time. The story of the death of John the
magnificent palace with a banquet.
Baptist, at the hands of Herod, spread like
wildfire through the land, and even far beyond
it. At that time in Jewish history dancing was an
offence in itself, but to dance before a company
of half-intoxicated men was something too
shocking to be tolerated.
Even the men who may have been unwilling
spectators of the unholy drama were up in arms
in indignation. Also was the shocking fact that
this woman was a princess. This was sufficient
to inflame the populace, but to think that the
whole performance had brought about the death
of the prophet was too much.

Market Jew Street Penzance
Across the palace, and connected by a stone
causeway, was a prison, and in one of the
dungeons John the Baptist was held as a
prisoner. He had been thrown into prison by
Herod for preaching against him, because he had
married Herodius (his brother's wife). Herodius
took exception and offence against John, and
demanded of Herod that John be arrested and
imprisoned. So here we find them this night Herod and his officers having a banquet, while
in the prison John awaits the day of his release.

The prophet who had preached a new gospel of
the setting up of the Kingdom of God on earth,
the coming of the Messiah, and the remission of
sins by repentance and baptism. No wonder that
the thousands of people who had journeyed
down to the river Jordan to listen to this new
messenger of truth now proclaimed their
displeasure in no uncertain measure.
Pilate, the Roman governor of Jerusalem, was
not willing to tolerate further disturbance. He
should have had five legions in barracks, and
already there was more than enough unrest in
Judea. Most likely he had had a heart talk with
Herod over this affair and more than likely he
also sent for Joseph, the rich tin merchant of
Arimathea, who had ships trading to far-away
Albion (Britain), bringing to the Palestinian port
of Jaffa cargoes of the shining metal.

The banquet is over, and the wine is being
handed round, and while these men are
discussing the possibility of war, and most likely
wishing they were back in their own homes, to
the surprise of all there suddenly rushes into the
banquet hall, Salome, the daughter of Herodius,
who performs a dance. Herod with a brain
half-stupefied by much eating and strong wine,
Tradition has it that of the popular agitation and
was both surprised and delighted, and at the end
bitter hatred which was calling for the putting to
of this extra-ordinary exhibition he asked
death of Salome, the outcome was the smuggling
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of Herodius' daughter on board one of Joseph's It is said that even today, when tin is to be
trading ships, on which she was carried to the smelted in England, a chant is sung - something
port of Penzance, and as far as we know, there about "Joseph was a tinner."
she lived till the end of her life.
We can quite readily understand that the girl
herself and the officers of the ship would be most
anxious to keep the dance and its sequel a secret,
but as sailors will talk, it was quickly noised
abroad as the reason of the woman passenger.
So the drama of the dance which culminated in
the beheading of John the Baptist must have
fascinated the people of Penzance to the extent
that today every policeman in this borough of
Old England has stamped on the buttons of his
coat the head of John the Baptist on a charger.

Ding Dong Tin Mine Cornwall
You can well imagine the surprise of the sergeant
of police in Penzance when I told him I had come
all the way from Australia, and had come to his
town for the express purpose of obtaining two
buttons carrying the strange device of John the
Baptist. He was a great fellow, and when I called
at the station later in the day, he most graciously
gave me two buttons, one taken from the front
of the coat and the other from the sleeve.

I was very sorry to say 'farewell' to Cornwall,
the county as hard as granite, so different to
Devon, which seems so warm and soft. But the
sun and the people one meets in Penzance are
quite warm enough to be appreciated. The name
of the main street viz., "Market Jew Street", is
fully understood, for it evidently led from the
town to the village of the Jews, who had set up
a market for trade, hence "Market Jew", or the
You can rest assured that these buttons are street that led to the Jews' market.
among some of my treasured possessions, as is
also a small china bowl, which displayed with It is my good fortune to be able to look on my
pride the Borough motto with a circular blue souvenirs of this place and go back in memory
band, which surrounds the silver charger on to this little city by the sea, that one time saw the
which is depicted the head of John the Baptist. ship of Joseph, the tin trader of Judea, bring to
its shores Salome the girl known to all the world
Now the point which I wish to stress is that boats as the indirect, though perhaps quite unwilling,
were plying from Palestine to Britain not only at cause the death of the forerunner of Christ.
the time of Christ, but even in Solomon's time,
when tin was carried from Cornwall to use in the Many folk hold the opinion that for the Israel
adornment of the temple. Yet today we have nation to journey across Europe and find their
many so-called wise ones who shake their heads way into Britain was something impossible.
with much misgivings when they are told that Again, for the prophet Jeremiah to reach Ireland
after the people of Israel had ceased their from Egypt could not be accomplished, or for a
wanderings on the continent of Europe, they little band of people to leave Palestine in a small
finally settled in Britain.
boat and journey to Spain, and thence to Ireland.
The evidence of migration goes back centuries
before this, even to the time when the nation of
Israel was in exile in Egypt for it is most patent
that some of the Tribe of Levi (the priestly tribe)
had journeyed to Albion. For Stonehenge, with
Woodhenge, along with the setting up of the
colleges of the Druids - are clear indications of
a worship that was practised ages ago in Canaan,
but had lost its clear conception of Jehovah
through contact with the multi-religions of Egypt.

Why people stumble over these facts fills one
with astonishment, for only just previous to the
last war, a man named Dwight Long sailed from
America in a 32 foot ketch-rigged boat, travelled
thirty thousand miles and was on the voyage for
5 years. He visited Canada, Cook and Fiji
Islands, New Zealand, Australia, New Guinea,
Singapore, India, Aden. The Holy Land, Malta,
Gibraltar, and thence to England. If one man
could accomplish a complete trip around the
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world, tell me what is so astonishing or
impossible in the journeys from Palestine to
Britain of the nations called Israel? Boats, the
sea, the winds, and all other elements are the
same in this our day as they were a thousand, or
ten thousand years ago.

A Penzance Police Button With John The
Baptists Head on a Platter

the door of a building at the top of Market Jew
street, is a carving (in stone) of the head of John
the Baptist.
I had forgotten about the above article, which
Man had sent us just after we moved here, but I
was intrigued by what Meta had said. I asked her
to explain just where this carving was, and the
next time that Allan and I went to Penzance we
made a point of looking for the carving. I had
asked myself on the way, how would we know
it was John's head that was depicted? But when
we saw the carving, it was quite clear, because
the head was depicted on a plate or platter.
Not having seen a police man while wandering
around Penzance, I cannot, tell you if the buttons
on the uniform still depict John's head, nor have
I noticed whether his head is still portrayed on
the Council's coat of arms - but both these
queries will be our next quest! And we will let
you know.
We have a photograph of the carving above the
door, and can vouch that it is still there.

However, you can believe it or question it, but
the fact still remains that every policeman in
Penzance bears testimony to the coming of
Salome to England, and the borough Council is
very proud of its coat of arms, which portrays
the head of John upon the silver charger.
Penzance; Holy Head

The story of Salome coming to Cornwall is most
interesting. What is also interesting is that the
name "Penzance" means Holy Head. Because
this is Cornwall, one generally presumes that any
name with 'head' in it, refers to 'headland' - but
in this case, who knows! Does it refer to the story
of John the Baptist, and did Salome indeed come
to Cornwall?

To follow on from the above, I have to add a
little story of my own. I currently work for a (Our thanks to The Late Alan Campbell for
private Residential Home at Connor Downs. A supplying the above to us).
couple of the elderly residents there, come from
The End OS21122
Penzance, and one day, when talking generally,
a lady by the name of Meta, told me that above

The Grave Problem of Columbus
By
Sir Travers Twiss 1879
Editor: Readers of this magazine are well
aware how Christopher Columbus has been
puffed up by the enemy, in order to obliterate
the true history of Europe, and the white race,
who were sailing to America, many centuries
before Columbus was even born or thought of.
Now among the many other falsities concerning
the character of Christopher Columbus, even the

site of his supposed burial place turns out to be
false!

M

OST people don’t even know where
Christopher Columbus is supposed to
have been buried, let alone whether
or not he really was buried there. And as to
where he might be buried, if he isn’t buried
where he is supposed to have been buried, well,
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it’s a closed book to most folk. Indeed, I was
blissfully unaware of the whole messy
controversy until I came across a 22 page booklet
by Sir Travers Twiss, entitled Christopher
Columbus: a Monograph on his True Burial
Place, published in 1879.

cubical form, and about a yard in height.” It was
quite damaged and bore no inscription. The body
within was for the most part reduced to dust,
though there wee apparently the recognisable
remains of a fore-arm.
A few years earlier a similar chest had been
discovered on the epistle (left) side of the altar,
and as of 1783 it was believed that the chest on
the gospel side of the altar contained the remains
of Christopher Columbus, and that on the epistle
side the remains either of his brother, Don
Bartholomew, or his son, Don Diego.
Moving forward to 1795 now, the Spanish had
to hand over this part of Santo Domingo to the
French. Not relishing the idea of leaving the
mortal remains of Columbus in the care of the
French, even if they did only consist of a forearm and a few bits and pieces, the Spanish
authorities decided to dig him up and move him
to Havana.

First, where is Columbus supposed to be buried?
Well, it is certain that some years after his death
in 1506 his remains were interred in the chancel
of the Cathedral of Santo Domingo, on the
gospel side (right hand side) of the altar.
Whether his resting place was ever actually
marked by an inscription of some kind isn’t
clear. But even if it was, in 1655 an English fleet
arrived off Santo Domingo, and a certain
Archbishop Pio, having got it into his head that
the English were about to desecrate the
Cathedral’s tombs, ordered them all to be
covered with earth, especially, as he put it, that
of the illustrious Christopher Columbus.
However, tradition seems to have preserved the
location of the tomb pretty accurately, so that the
Archbishop’s actions appear not to have fuelled
the controversy much. Something else did that,
as we shall see.
We move forward to 1783 now. In that year it
was found necessary to make some repairs to a
wall on the gospel side of the altar, and in the
course of the work there was unearthed “a chest
of stone containing a leaden case, both being of

The exhumation took place in the presence of
various dignitaries, and every precaution was
taken to authenticate it. A notarial act was drawn
up certifying that a tomb had been opened on the
gospel side of the altar, about a cubic yard in
size, containing “some pieces of bone like the
small bones of a human body” with “other mould
or ashes, the colour of which identifies them as
having formed part of the human body.” These
remains were gathered up, placed in a gilded
chest of lead, and shipped off to Havana.
So far so good. Let us now move forward to
1877, when it was again found necessary to do
some repairs to the chancel of the cathedral.
Digging on the left hand side of the altar a chest
was unearthed which contained some human
remains. It had inscribed upon it: “El Almirante
D. Luis Colo, Duque de Veragua, Marques de
____”. This was the elder son of Don Diego –
that is, the grandson of Christopher Columbus.
At this point we had better recap who is who and
who is buried where. Christopher Columbus was
buried on the right side of the altar. Don
Bartholomew was the brother of Christopher
Columbus and might have been buried to the left
of the altar. The coffin found there “a few years
before” 1783 was either his, or that of Don
Diego, who was the son of Christopher
Columbus. Don Luis, meanwhile, who was
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definitely buried on the left side of the altar, was
the elder son of Don Diego.
We should now mention that Don Diego had
another son – named after his grandfather,
Christopher. This, of course, is where the plot
thickens, for there are two Christopher
Columbuses around, and, furthermore, both
appear to have been buried in the cathedral
chancel, and on the right side of the altar.

But was this Christopher Columbus the
Younger? The coffin was also inscribed “D. de
la A. Per. Ate.” and “C.C.A.” These inscriptions
were interpreted as “Descubridor de la America,
Primero Almirante” (Discoverer of America,
First Admiral) and “Cristoval Colon Almirante”
(= Christopher Columbus, Admiral.)
It was the first of these inscriptions that set the
cat among the pigeons, of course, for it implied
that this was not Christopher Columbus the
Younger, but Christopher Columbus the Elder.
And if that was the case, then in the midst of all
the pomp and ceremony of 1795, the wrong body
had been shipped to Havana!

The Proceedings of a Diocesan Synod convoked
by the Archbishop of Santo Domingo in 1683
states that “the bones of Cristoval Colon
(Christopher Columbus) are interred in a case of
lead in the chancel at the side of the pedestal of
the great altar, with those of his brother Don
Luis, which are on the other side.”
It was on this assumption that in September 1877
the Bishop of Orope, the Vicar Apostolic of the
Archdiocese of Santo Domingo, announced to
the world that the true remains of the great
Columbus had been discovered, still “in the
chancel of the Cathedral Church of Santo
Domingo.”
But – the inscriptions on the coffin were in
German gothic characters, and these were not
used in Spain in monumental inscriptions in the
early part of the sixteenth century when
Columbus the Elder was interred. Roman
characters were used.

Christopher Columbus
To complicate matters it was suggested, even
back in 1795, that the “Don Luis” in this record
was a clerical error, and should have read “Don
Bartholomew”. But the 1877 discovery of Don
Luis’s coffin makes this unlikely. Don Luis was
there – what was left of him – and the 1683
report seems to be correct.
Therefore Christopher Columbus the Younger
ought to be on the right hand side of the altar
somewhere. Accordingly, having dug up Don
Luis, the workmen dug on the other side of the
altar and sure enough there was another coffin,
bearing the inscription “Illtre y Esdo Varon Don
Cristoval Colon” – that is, “the illustrious and
Noble Baron Don Christopher Columbus.”

Furthermore, there is something suspicious about
that “Descubridor de la America.” America is a
name which comes from the name of the
Florentine Amerigo Vespucci, who is reputed to
have been the first to reach the north coast of
South America, as well as large stretches of the
coast of North America, between 1497 and 1499.
Columbus discovered “the Indies of the Western
Hemisphere”, so that it would be surprising if
Don Luis had caused his grandfather’s remains
to be described, when interred in the cathedral
in 1541, as those of “the Discoverer of America”.
(The more so since Vespucci was a protege of a
bitter enemy of Columbus.)
The earliest Spanish book in which the name
America is used is dated 1672 – long after the
1541 interment of Columbus. Furthermore, when
Fernando Columbus, the youngest son of the
Great Admiral, was buried in Seville in 1539,
the inscription on his tomb referred to his father
as discoverer of “the Indies and the New World.”
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That the Christopher Columbus dug up in 1877 and that the body dug up in 1877 was that of
was not “the discoverer of America”, but his Columbus’s grandson. But of course, if that is
grandson, is confirmed by two things.
true, what about the inscriptions on the 1877
coffin? Are they not forgeries, as indeed the type
Firstly, the remains were much more complete of lettering and reference to “America” suggest?
than those dug up in 1793, consisting of upwards And if so, who was responsible?
of thirty bones, “almost enough to enable a
skilful osteologist to set up a skeleton.”
There is no suggestion that it was the Bishop of
Orope, though as Twiss says, he “may have been
The 1793 body, remember, was little more than unduly biased by his desire to procure the
a forearm. Now, Christopher Columbus the beatification of the Great Admiral…and by his
Younger had remained undisturbed since his hope that the shrine of Columbus in Santo
burial in 1572, whereas the Great Admiral’s Domingo would become a place of pilgrimage
body had undergone no less than three journeys for mariners….”
overland and a voyage across the Atlantic
between his death in 1506 and his interment in Whoever perpetrated it, the fact remains that
Santo Domingo in 1541. Thus the better once the controversy was set in motion, no-one
preserved body seems likely to have been that could be really sure which body was which. As
of the younger Columbus, and the other that of Twiss says, it is more than a minor mischief “if
the older.
the Christian mariners of the West Indies are to
be permanently perplexed by having to decide
Secondly, in the coffin dug up in 1877 there was which of the two bodies of Christopher
a leaden bullet, about an ounce in weight. There Columbus is the true body of the discoverer of
is no record of Christopher Columbus the Older the New World.”
ever having been wounded by a bullet, whereas
Christopher Columbus the Younger was a POSTSCRIPT. Various modern encyclopaedias
soldier by profession and might well have been and guide books confidently assert that the
wounded by one, if not killed. (There appears to remains of Christopher Columbus were brought
be no record of the cause of death of the younger from Havana to Spain in 1899 and that they were
Columbus, however.) Furthermore, the nature of finally deposited in the Cathedral at Seville in
the bullet is more consistent with the date of the 1902. But of course, this assumes that the correct
grandson than that of the Admiral.
Christopher Columbus was transferred from
Santo Domingo to Havana in the first place!!
So, the evidence points to the conclusion that the
correct body was transported to Havana in 1795
The End OS22986

Items of Interest From
The Gentleman’s Magazine 1800’s
How Kidderminster Got Its Name

T

HE BALLAD OF THE JOVIAL
HUNTER of Bromsgrove, (first
published by him in 1845,) will take
place in our national ballad literature.
The recurrence of the second line, “Wind well
thy horn, good hunter,” in each verse, the
treatment of the subject, and other peculiarities,
stamp it of considerable antiquity, although it
has evidently lost some of its original
construction, and the last verse may have been
added to explain some monuments in
Bromsgrove church, in the popular habit of
invention and adaptation, as instanced in the
whimsical illustration of etymology in the
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middle ages cited by Mr. Allies from the she had paid her share, and rashly wished she
“Rambler in Worcestershire,” in reference to the might drop dead if she had not; which she
word Kidderminster:—
instantly did on repeating her wish, with some
money concealed in her hand!, To the
King Cador saw a pretty maid;
amazement and terror of the crowded market.
King Cador would have kissed her;
This is the inscription of a monumental stone
The damsel slipt aside, and said,
erected in the market place of Devizes, Wiltshire.
King Cador, you have missed her.
Mr. Hatcomb, in his letter, says, "that this
(i.e. Cador, or Kedermister.)
inscription was originally on a tablet in the
market house, which is now taken down; but,
Mr. Allies has added considerably to the that the remembrance of it might not be lost, his
collection of local popular superstitions printed father had it inscribed on the base of the pillar
in the first edition, and they are well classified that supports the sign." He farther adds, "that I
and indexed; indeed were the materials which might depend upon its being the truth, as his
compose this volume less valuable than they father and mother, and many other persons now
really are, the excellent arrangement for living, were near the spot at that moment, and
reference would render it well worth a place on perfectly well recollect it”
the shelf of any antiquary.
__________________

A Salutary Warning About Taking
The Name of God in Vain

A

S THE STORY of the "woman in the
market at Devizes" is merely and briefly
hinted at in vol. LXXII. 1104, I presume
that a more full and circumstantial account of a
fact so remarkable will be agreeable to your
readers; and send you the following, particulars
of which may be depended upon.
In the year 1797 I was at Devizes, and on
speaking of this to a friend, he asked me if I saw
the inscription on the pillar supporting the sign
of the Black Bear in the market place; on my
answering in the negative, he gave me the history
of the fact and of the inscription, from memory.
This was in the year 1800; I immediately wrote
to the master of that inn, requesting particulars.
He very soon obligingly answered my letter, at
the same time enclosing in his answer a printed
copy of the inscription, which I transcribe word
for word as it now lies before me.

Devizes Market Cross Today With The
Inscription
In August of the last Summer, 1802, I was twain
some little time at Devizes, and at the above
named inn. But the supporting pillar, and by
consequence the inscription, was gone.

On enquiry, Mr. H. informed me that the original
tablet was then in an outhouse of his; where, if
“The following' authentic relation is to deter all
I chose, he would shew it me: he did so, and I
persons from calling down the vengeance of
found the inscription exactly the same as the
GOD, or taking his holy name in vain.
printed copy above transcribed. It seems, this
tablet is intended, and very properly, to be placed
On Thursday, January 25, 1753, RUTH
in some conspicuous public building.
PEIRCE, of Pottern, agreed with three other
women to buy a sack of wheat. One of the three
That a circumstance so very remarkable should
collecting the money, and discovering some
be generally known, is much to be wished; and
wanting, demanded it of Ruth Pierce who said
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therefore I send it for the extensive circulation
of your Magazine.
Upon the subject I make no remarks, nor is there
any occasion the awful warning speaks for itself.
Philip Parsons, Wye, Kent
__________________.

Which serves it in the office of a wall.
Or as a moat defensive to a house,
Against the envy of less happier lands;
This blessed plot, this earth, this realm,
this England.
Shakespeare Richard II
__________________________

Long Lived

Frederick The Great

P

ASSING lately through the Broad way,
Westminster, l followed the Funeral of a
soldier into the burial ground there, and
which belongs to St. Margaret's parish.
After the interment, I amused myself with
looking on the tomb stones', and observed on a
plain stone, which is inserted into one of the
brick walls that surrounds the ground, the
following words:—
Near this place lieth Margaret Patten.
who died June 26, 1789
(in the parish workhouse),
aged 136 years.

Said Frederick the Great to his Chaplin: “Doctor
if your religion is a true one it ought to be
capable of very brief simples proof. Will you
Trusler, in his Chronology, mentions old Jenkins give me evidence of it in a word?”
and old Parr. Mortimer mentions only old
Jenkins. But. both of them have omitted The servant of God looked the king in the face,
Margaret Patten. If you think this worthy of a and with an emphasis answered:–”Israel”.
___________________
place, it is at your service. Yours, &c. J. H.
March 4.,1803
The Coronation Stone and England’s
___________________

Interest in it
THE ISLAND OF GREAT BRITAIN IN
DAYS OF YORE
Father Neptune one Jay to Dame Freedom did
say:—
If ever I lived upon dry land.
The spot I should hit on would be little
Britain,
Says Freedom, ‘why that's my own island,'
Oh, ‘tis a snug little island!
Search the world round, none can he found.
So happily as this little island.
T. Dih Land

WESTMINSTER ABBEY
"When a Land rejects her legends,
Sees but falsehood in the past;
And its People view their Sires
In the light of fools and liars,
'Tis a sign of its decline
And its glories cannot last.
Branches that but blight their roots
Yield no sap for lasting fruits."
E. G. G.

ANGLE LAND
This fortress built by nature for herself
Against infection and the hand of war
This happy breed of men, this little world,
This precious stone set in the silver sea,
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The End OS22992

Justinian-Deception: (Part 2)
(Hidden-Foreign-Text-Known-As-Dog-Latin)
By Romley Stewart
grammatical rules of: English, and the
foreign: Latin, (SIGN-LANGUAGE) used as
the official written language of the Roman
debtor accounts. (Language of the Debtor)

T

HE POWER OF ROME, is alive and
well in the modern systems of
governance that govern the “citizens” of
the world today but is it right? is it Just? …
Or is it the system of Satan itself, a system of
hidden slavery in order to control the masses via
a private CONTRACTING system in order to
forgo true Justice? being a system to remove man
from the common law of the public
jurisdiction in order to subject such a man to fall
into private foreign contracts in order to forgo
common law justice without arousing
suspicion… As described in Blacks Law
Dictionary under “GLOSSA”, and Justinian. (To
confirm this, search “GLOSSA” and Justinian
in the Blacks Law Dictionary, 4th Edition)

3: Is England Really England?

The power of Rome in relation to modern day
governance, depends on the hidden grammatical
rules of a foreign language usurped into the
English language without the common man ever
being aware of such a deceit.

Is
England
and
its
“City
of
London” really “England” or the “Roman
Empire”? and if such a choice exists, what
official language controls the VATICAN if the
Vatican holds Legal Title over England and
its so called commonwealth subdivisions?
(AUSTRALIA and CANADA etc.) is it the
“English language” or is it the official language
of Rome, being “Ancient Latin”? meaning, if
you are the holder of any account rendered in
Ancient
Latin,
(ALL-UPPERCASESYMBOLIC-ILLUSTRATIVE-TEXT) are you
just the corporate citizen of Rome and no
longer a true common law subject of the
common aggregate of England, its
subdivisions and the English Language? …

London or Rome? …Or Babylon?… A question
only answered by a comprehension of the

Were you sold out to the foreign
Roman military enemy as a Trustee Slave or
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were you ignorant to the greatest
grammatical deception ever known in
modern history and “fell” into their trap,
deceived by a grammatical masterpiece revived
by the: Justinian Deception and the Roman
occult?

The Latin meaning for BABYLON (BABYLON) is: Baby for long time. That’s why the
infantry of the Roman Empire (UNITED
STATES MILITARY) are called infantry, they
are the infants, the children that have not grown
up and never likely to.

Occult, means: Hidden

At the age of majority (21) when they are handed
their Key to Life, such children are made sure
that they are unaware of their true standing, and
for that reason, such children remain holding the
Rome military account (SURNAME) being the
“cognomen” therefor remaining subject to the
power of Rome and their true Christian Account
(Ledger) is never claimed. After seven years, the
child is legally presumed lost as sea and the
Christian Credit Account remains under the
control of Rome.

The Latin meaning for Latin is: Concealed,
Hidden.
The Ancient Latin (ALL UPPER CASE TEXT
DOGGED INTO DOG LATIN) is the copyright
property of the debtor of the VATICAN, the
Military: Roman Empire, and if you use it, you
attach yourself to the terms and conditions
of such property of the Roman Empire, being
the “babble text” of BABYLON.

The STATE has become Father of the Child
and the Military have become the loyal DOGS
that serve the State and that’s why their ID tags
are called. (DOG-TAGS), because of their
military language: DOG-LATIN. What did the
child lose? his right to direct the Dominion, it
remained under the control of the State because
the child never claimed it back at the age of
Majority.
That’s why the Christian name and the military
SURNAME account have two different
certificates of birth. The birthing of the Credit
You need a License to use it! … But! is the Latin LEDGER and the Debtor LEDGER. What one
you see every day on Driver License, Court you hold is up to you.
Documents, Banking Contracts, Government
contracts, really true Latin? or is it the Dogged If ROME has become the legal title holder of
corruption that is neither, true English or true England and its subdivisions, “defender of the
correct Latin? “If this written text is English” Christian Faith”, than have you become the legal
and “THIS-IS-PROPER-SYMBOLIC-SIGN- “third party” title holder of Rome?
LANGUAGE-LATIN” than “WHAT IS THIS being the debtor of ROME evidenced by any
TEXT WITHOUT THE HYPHENS” and why account you may be holding with your
is Rome and its Legal Eagles turning the blind name “GLOSSED” into Ancient Latin,
eye? …. who benefits from such a corruption? (American Sign Language) or a corrupt
version, being the property of Rome or its
–If Rome holds the legal titles of the countries banking debtor, and appearing in such names or
of the world, than it alone is the debtor, but if effigies as:–
Rome has the ability to confer the legal title to
a third party debtor! Rome becomes the “JOHN PAUL SMITH” or “John Paul SMITH”
benefactor of all such countries. This knowledge or “MR SMITH”? …(What foreign text appears
to confer such legal title, being the debtor of the on your Passport, Driver License, Bank
world, to the unsuspecting masses, is the key to Account, and the list goes on)…Is it even Latin
their success, Rome transfers itself from the or DOG-LATIN?… And if so, maybe you are
world debtor to the world creditor via an not aware that a true name can never
incredible grammatical deception that you grammatically appear in “illustrative”
(Symbolic) text? …(Illustrative text is a picture,
are/were never meant to know.
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not writing) Grammatically speaking, true proper
names are “Capitalized”, not “SYMBOLIZED”
(Oxford Manual of Styles) rendering the
presumption that your own ignorance of the
grammatical rules of English, and Ancient Latin,
are the root cause of your own inability to know
the difference between your true name and a
foreign debtor account or LEDGER of the
foreign Roman Empire that you were deceived
into holding without your knowledge.

is the cause of their own misunderstanding in
relation to their own name. Your surname
appearing as a symbol (GLOSSA) is assumed,
it is not your property and does not appear as a
part of your name on any birth certificate.

4: The: JUSTINIAN-DECEPTION
530-AD: Death of Humanity?

Even your own name is made up of two entities,
“Christian Name” and “SURNAME“, that is
two! not one! and this is even evidenced by two
birthing Certificates. (Birth of the Christian
Name ACCOUNT (CERTIFICATE OF
BIRTH) and the birth of the Surname name
ACCOUNT) (State BIRTH Certificate) …
The only time that the full legal Person was
birthed, being the name appearing with the
Christian name and surname appearing as one in
proper English, such as: “John Paul Smith” is on
the day of “registration” not the day you were
born because the date the Christian Name was
registered was on the registration date some time
after you were born! and not your born date.
Your true full name is only the Christian name
or given name, it is the “State” that joined the
family name to your Christian name so they are
liable for the debts under the full name: “John
Paul Smith” because its their property, their
copyright, their creation. He who creates owns.
One would even wonder why the Church itself
remained quiet about such a deception, was it
because it was the roll of the Church to serve
Christ so if Christ never returned, maybe
the VATICAN (Debtor of man) would only need
to serve itself? It could render itself as the
benefactor if the beneficiary (Christian
Account) was lost or not present?

5: JUSTINIAN: Emperor of Rome from
527-AD to 565-AD, and the JUSTINIAN
Principle of Corporate Dead Governance of
the dumbed down distracted masses.
So why do we shed light on this “person”, what
did Justinian do that changed the history of
modern day governance? … Its simple, he
understood the meaning of “G-O-D”, he had the
comprehension to understand: “Article 1:26
Genesis”, being the authorization that granted
total authority over the world to man, and
nothing else, “Grantor of Dominion”, being the
greatest of Authority that was granted to “man”
from the GOD of the Bible we are all aware of
today.
G-O-D: Meaning: Grantor Of Dominion. (So
there can be many Gods to deceive you)
All that needs to be done is for living man to
give his consent to a DEAD corporation in order
that a dead corporation can access the
“dominion” (Total Authority) from such a living
man. If the man does not consent, then a secret
system of deception may have to be created in
order to deceive such a man into consent without
such a man ever being aware… The secret
system exists. Its deception is: “Legal Title” and
its tool is Grammar.

I wonder why Latin and Grammar have
been removed from the corporate “State School
System”? …because if you could “really” read,
and you knew your Latin and your Grammar,
you would see the deception in plain sight. If you
were born into fraud and lived your whole life
6: TRUST-LAW, the legal CODE to
in fraud without ever being aware of such a
modern day SLAVERY:
fraud, then coming face to face with the truth
would understandably be a difficult thing to
accept… Many will refuse to accept that their Article 1:26 Genesis, is the foundation to
own lack of knowledge in relation to grammar TRUST-LAW, and what is TRUST-LAW, it
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is the legal code to a “Master-Servant” a tomb, in other words, your DEAD. However,
relationship, being slavery,
the world of the dead is not all bad, the
distractions are entertaining and to find your way
(Devolution) however, slavery is outlawed, but, back to Eden, is complex and not for the faint
“voluntary servitude” is legally accepted! … hearted. The world of the dead has: Footy, Porn,
Television, Sports of all kind, things to keep you
What this means is that the servant distracted, things that you love doing on the
(SLAVE) must “agree” or “consent” to a condition that you keep paying the debts of your
private “contract” of slavery. No one in their master. A lot of people have the best life ever as
right mind wants to be a SLAVE, and that is why the Slave and in a way, their masters try to keep
the warnings appear in the Bible, warning them happy and distracted because the wealth
against the deceptive nature of the serpent-snake that the masters generate from their true
in the Garden of Eden, because it is through the dominion (True Title) is possibly beyond your
clever deception of the serpent (Being comprehension. The masters are not really rich
the usurper-snake) that TRUST-LAW has from their own wealth, they are rich from acting
become the new system of slavery, perfected as the Equitable Title holder of your own
over hundreds of years by the legal minds of Dominion.
deception, the Masters of Deceit. JUSTINIANDECEPTION. (VATICAN)
8: DOMINION-IS-THE-HIDDENAUTHORITY
7: KEY-TO-Conferring the Ledger upon the
Unsuspecting Illiterate Ignorant Masses.
The key to their deception is not to send you a
bill but to send you “their” account in order that
you agree to become the “trustee” of “their”
account!. that’s right! it was never your bill that
appears in the mail with your (So called) name
appearing in the false Dogged DOG-LATIN, it’s
pure grammar that confirms that proper “names”
are never “SYMBOLIZED”, they are
“Capitalized” and when you see: “SMITH” and
not “Smith” or the symbol: “MR” or “MISS”,
you are looking at the foreign accounts or
“LEDGERS” of a foreign (Roman) entity sealed
in its coffin (Envelope or Article) waiting for the
illiterate ignorant masses to claim their debt
property appearing as a “symbol” of “their
account” that looks so much like your name, and
once you “Break the Seal” of the
sealed envelope, the “spell” (Contract) within,
the contract to pay the debt, will be attached to
the LEDGER that you claimed, rendering their
account to be settled by their new consenting
debtor, YOU, being the one that “Claimed”
the ledger appearing within such an Article or
what you assumed was a bill in your name.
It was their Account! and they needed a fool
to hold their LEDGER, dogged into “their” dead
DOG-LATIN text in order to subject you to the
accounts of the underworld.
Posting means to confer an “Account” to a
“LEDGER” … A Ledger is the stone on top of

Without that one simple article: (1:26 Genesis)
being the granting of such dominion over the
land, the sky, the sea and the thing that creep,
man would never have any legal ability to govern
anything.
Such a Biblical statute also prevents any form of
governance over man because “man” has the
highest authority over all living things on this
world as well as the authority over the thing that
creep, and what is the thing that creep, the legal
dead SURNAME, being, in Latin, the name that
creeps up from below.
To be continued OS22993

Please Note
The New Ensign has Moved
to
http://newensign.com/
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Eurofolk Radio

IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

http://www.untoldtales.net

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

This long
sort after
book is
now
available!

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

Click on
image for
details

http://eurofolkradio.com/category/general/

A Magazine For
Patriots
For further details
click HERE
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Announcements
In The Name Of
Yahwey auf
Deutch - Für
weitere
Informationen, auf
das Bild auf der
rechten klicken Sie
bitte

GERMANY’S OWN
IDENTITY MAGAZINE

The Chronicles Of The
Migrations Of The
Twelve Tribes Of Israel
From The Caucasus
Mountains Into Europe
By
Pastor Eli James

CLICK HERE
CONTACT
1 Copy: Send 3 x 2nd Class Stamps

pia-6@t-online.de

5 Copies: Send 3 x Large Letter 2nd class
stamps

P.O. Box 274,
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP3 9EQ
Tel: 07984 775937
www.theflameuk.com
Tel. No. 07984 775937

Die Banker Satans
Aktualisiert Erweitert Unzensier
von
Carrington Hitchcock, Andrew

